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Chemistry and the Special Library -- a Foreword
BY DR. ARTHUR D. LITTLE

President, A. D. Little, Inc., President, American Institute o f Chemical
Engineers, ex-President, American Chemical Society
In referring, in a presidential address bed
fore the American Chemical Society on the
subject of "Industrial Research in America."
to the need of a great extension of the
resparch facilities of the country a s essential
to the sound development of our industries,
I took occasion to say: "These laboratories
should each be developed around a special
library, the business of which should be to
collect, compile, and classify in a way to
make instantly available every scrap of information bearing upon tlie materials, methods products and requirements of t h e industry concerned. Modern progress can no
longer depend upon accidental discoveries.
Each advance in industrial science must be
studied, organized and fought like a military
campaign." I n the seven years which have
elapsed since that was written my conviction of the essential soundness of t h e proposition there laid down has grown deeper as
my experience has ~broatlened,until I now
regard t h e special library a s not merely the
heart, but the arterial system a s well of
a n y adequately organized research laboratory. As it is the function of such a laboratory to exbend our knowledge, it cannot function properly unless its working units a r e
strengthened and refreshed and stimulated
by the constant stream. of facts, theories,
and opinions which i t is the .purpose af the
library t o supply. Moreover, since research
is essentfally pioneering, the pioneer should
start from the border land of that great body
of organized knowledge which we call
science, with which his lines of communication must be well maintained a s he advances. The scientific imagination is merelyrlogic in flight, and the flight must start
from the solid ground of fact.
The special library fails altogether to attain its full capacity for service if i t functions as a repository for facts, however carefully its material mav be classified and arranged. Its higher service mav be measured by the aggressivevess with which it
reaches out for information, the di'scretion

with which i t evaluates the material so secured, and above all, by the promptness and
certitude with which thc information in readily available form is brought to the notice O f
those who m a y need it
Althougli t h e function and the opportunity
of the special library a r e so obvious and s o
well understood, i t does not follow by any
means that all special libraries adequately
fulfill their function o r utilize their opportunity to t h e iull and in case of most of
them, an extension of thoir activities 18
much to be desired. They should b e re-constituted as rapidly as may be a s bureaus of
special information. It should be their business to establish relations with the sources
of such information throughout t h e world,
and t h e b e s t of these sources are more often
than not outside of books. T h e bureau
should be intimatelv familiar with every activity of the organization of which it is a
part. It should endcavor to sense t h e trend
of impending effort t o build u p reserves of
facts against future demands. Since, however, nothing is more unwieldy and discouraging than a great mass of undigested material, in which information and misinformation, authoritative fact and trivialities a r e
dumped together in a heterogeneous jpmble,
it should be ~ e c o g n i z e dthat merely claseiiying nnd indexing the component units of t h e
jumble has not improved i t in t h e least.
What is wanted is a sense of values, a nice
discrimination, which selects and emnhasizes that which is really important and likely to be of use, with t h e happy faculty of
condensation and elimination. Facts thus
selected and condensed should be brought
together into descriptive bibliographies and
cursive monographs Ircpt constantly up t o
date, Few things a r e less interesting t h a n
lists .of accessions, while there is a real
stimulus and satisfaction in flnding upon
one's desk a new and authoritative book o r
pamphlet with a slip which guides one to a
,well considered exposition of a subject t h a t
is just intruding upon our consciousness.
Selections of books and heaps of pam-
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phlets have long been with us, a n d the
Dewey system is already g r a y around the
temples and sometimes needs a cane, but the
unique opportunity of t h e epecial library is
just beginning to b e appreciated, and that
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appreciation will expand and rewards to
librarians will wax not merely in proportion
as librarians collect, but as they discriminate and make available and place informa.
tion where it can be used.

The Public Library in the Service of the Chemist
BY ELLWOOD H. MCCLELLAND

Technology Librarian, Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
Even when the layman still thought of
chemistry a s a purely scientific study, he.
m u s t h a v e noticed that, as compared with
t h e work of other scientific men-the
botanist, t h e zoologist, and the geologist, for
example-the
labors of the chemist had a
m o r e direct influence on t h e progress of
civilization and a closer contact with the
practical affairs of the community. Today
no member of the community renders greate r service than t h e chemist. I t h a s been
said t h a t "along with. t h e engineer h e is
t h e creator for good o r bad of whatever
originality there is in o u r modern life."l
Chemical engineering covers a more
varied fleld and requires a wider knowledge
t h a n any other branch of engineering. With
t h e broadening extent of the chemist's Eeld
h i s activities have come t o touch, more or
less directly, almost every phase of human
endeavor, and his profession is one requiri n g diligent study-not
only a s a preparatory measure, but continuously throughout
t h e practice of t h e profession-and
it is
certain t h a t in the pursuit of this essential
study t h e cheinist can have n o greater ally
t h a n t h e public library.
T h e very establishment of the modern
library is predicated o n t h e furnishing of
service. This service is, or should be, so
designed as to respond to all the interests
of t h e community, and the chemist with
his manifold problems should have many
points o r areas of contact w i t h this service.
This contact sliould b e first established
and t h e library habit formed long before
t h e young man becomes a chemist.
I n representing chemistry as a career the
literature t o which t h e boy's attention is
directed should b e such a s will not necessarily induce him t o become a chemist but
will induce him t o use t h e gray matter with
which h e is equipped in seriously considera
8
ing whether or n o t h e $ 7 ~ 0 ~ 1become
chemist.
During hls course in chemistry t h e stud e n t should maintain intimate relations
w i t h a good library. T h e college course is
simply a foundation o n which the further
1 Scieace, 1008, h'. S.,Vol. 28, p 305.

educational structure is to be built in after
life. This foundation may be much more
,broadly and firmly laid if the college and
the library will work together to flee that
all parts of the course a r e cemented togethe r and all gaps filled in by judicious reading.
T h e use of technical libraries by professional chemists is bound to be greatly stimulated by the present widespread interest
in industrial research. Current literature
shows that this interest is almost world
wide. Representatives of two foreign governments investigating research work in
this country surveyed t h e technical resources of t h e Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh only a day apart during the last week
in March.
In attacking any problem, t h e flrst thing
is to state t h e problem fully, deflne i t clearly and establish its limitations. T h e next
thing, in the opinion of t h e writer, is to
make a systematic survey of the existing
state of knowledge of the subject; and in
a large majority of cases this can best be
done by searching the literature. With
this principle in mind the writer had a
search made-not with the hope of finding
anything very definite regarding what the
public library can do for t h e chemist-but
to find, if possible, what chemists themselves consider t h e most important essentials of research work.
There seems t o be absolute agreement
among chemists that for research work,
scientific and -technical literature must be
available, but there does not seen1 to be
much unanimity of opinion as to how this
literature should be provided. At the annual meeting of the Society of Chemical Industry 2 in 1915 there was considerable discussion of this problem The resolution
finally adopted was, "That the establishment of technical l i b r a r ~ e sthroughout the
counties is of urgent material importance,"
this rather general statement having resulted from failure t o agree as to whether the
desired collections ought to be established
by the Imperial Government, t h e county or
2

Journnl, Society of Che~nlcnlIndustry, Vol. 31,

p. 703.
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industrial center, or .by the manufacturers t h e work stipulated would seem cloarly t o
themselves. T b e sentiment was strongly in indicate a well-equipped technical library:
Research Department:-"The organization
favor of these libraries. in all industrial centers, but a s one member stated, "a manu- of ,this department should include:
facturer could not ,be expected to spend
(1) Systematic abstracting from the
S1000 on a library f o r only one chemist."
Principal foreign and American
The problem is perhaps more difflcult in
journals and patents of all subjects
Hngland t h a n i n America. Here public libraof interest to the corporation; copries a r e more highly developed, and a s o h ies of these abstracts should go
tion exists in t h e extension a n d use of these
weekly t o all who can bse them.
libraries.
with fnstructions t o study them
Is there not some danger, with a t least
carefully anti t o immediately advice
some chemists, that the important matter
the department of any subjects that
of utilizing t h e existing literature is ignored?
seem t o warrant investigation.
A note of warning along this line w a s given
Thorough
abstracting from the liter(2)
by President Richard C. Maclaurin of MastUre in t h e case of new work unsachusetts Institute of Technology, before
dertaken, thus becoming familiar
the New. York section of the American
with all t h a t has been published reChemical Society in 1916. T h e following
lating t o the subject. Repetition of
extracts a r e from his address, "Universities
the work of others is thus saved,
and Industries"3:
valuable suggestions received, and
"There is of course much t h a t has not
general knowledge of the subject
yet been done, much t h a t has not even been
enlarged.
attempted, but after all perhaps o u r great(a) Systematic information should b e
est problem is to make the most of what we
constantly and promptly obtained
already have; certainly we do not do this
of all records of imports and exports
today. Take t h e matter of knowledge. W e
and duties on all finished products
rightly lay stress on the importance of reand raw materials that would intersearch and t h e advancement of knowledge.
est t h e corporation in connection
W e can not keep this lbefore us too promiwith its current lbusiness or as sugnently because the spirit of research is the
gesting new articles of manufacture.
very basis of progress. We must not over(4) Pamphlets
describing machinery,
look t h e fact, however, that too often we
structural materials, etc., are many
treat shnmefully the knowledge that has
years in advance of books upon
already been garnered. Thousands of useidentical subjects. A pamphlet liful results a r e obtained every year that
brary should b e maintained in cowould be helpful to industry were a n eb
operation with the engineering defective effort made t o make them widely
partment.
known. . . . Even t h e knowledge that is in
All of the above work of translating, abt h e text books and t h a t is accessible to stracting, etc., should be in charge of o n e
everybody is not really used. If w e could colllpetent man, with assistants if necesapply one-tenth of such knowledge fortunes sary."
would be made every year. W e must reCommenting briefly on the above points:
member that in times of peace Germany
T
h e flrst point-the abstracting of current
became rich by having faith in t h e obvious.
for t h e research organization. . . I n the fleld of chemistry Germany has literature
not shown any genius for scientiflc a d v a n c e can perhaps best be carried on within t h e
ment, but s h e has taken h e r knowledge organization itself if library resources a r e
seriously and displayed a real and saving adequate, and valuable work ot this kind is
now being carried on by many organizations.
faith i n the formulae of the text books."
Yet there are a t the present time a t least
W e g e t from President Maclaurin's re- three
organizations in the Pittsmarks a t least a, suggestion t h a t the research burgh important
district which a r e looking forward t o
chemist can reduce his work in t h e labora- t h e issuing
of regular bulletins to certain
torv by increasing his work in the 1SbrarYemployees, and each of these projects conand in t h e latter case h e is a t no expense temnlates
extensive use of the public library
for reagents.
in carrying out t h e work.
In 1912, Mr. W ~ l l i a mC. Ferguson outlined
The second point consists mainly in sys"A plan for Organized Research and Analyti.
tematic searching of the older literature
cal Chemistry in Successful Chemical Man- in broad flelds-work in which the techniufacturing,"4 in which h e seems t o state the cal collections of large libraries afford t h e
desiderata quite fully. He sets forth nine best working material.
points, t h e flrst four of which a r e quoted
below, since t h e means for best carrying on
3 Jonrnal of Industrlnl and Engineering Chem-

istry, v. 8, p. 59-01.
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he third and fourth points refer respectively t~ commercial literature and trade Catalogues. TO the present-day chemist the
value of literature in both these flelds is inestimable; but as the necessity f o r this material is by no means conflned to t h e res e a r c h chemist the problem will be briefly
discussed later with the purpose of showing
t h a t t h e public library is the Proper fleld for
literature in both these classes.
,However interesting and exacting his
problems, the chemist must avoid the tendency to become so engrossed in his immediate work that he will fail to keep in touch
w i t h the advances in his own and allied
lines. The best way to keep the desired
contact is throhgh scientific and technical
periodicals and the man who fails to keep
in touch with these is in danger of falling
behind the procession.
I n addition to the professional periodicals
t o which every live chemist doubtless has
access, the collections in large general libraries a r e t o be recommended, partly because
of t h e accessory material formerly far outside the chemist's fleld of endeavor but now
close t o or within its boundaries, due t o the
constant extension of this fleld. Much of this
material, though not labeled a s chemical is
of undoubted value to the chemist, and some
of it is in most unexpected places.
I n t h e work of examining the current literature of chemistry, the American Chemical Society has simvlified matters and saved
much time for the individual by the excellent
work done on the "Chemical Abstracts," and
there would scem'to be little argument for
referring the professional chemist to the
public library for this set. If any member
of t h e American Chemical Society does not
have his own volumes bound with t h e indexes-he should have. But he will And it
worth while t o consult the library for origin a l articles and for supplementing this set,
f o r comparison, and for the literature prior
t o 1907. he will probably need t o consult
s o m e of the foreign abstracts.
Abstract publications such a s these a r e of
inestimable value in scientiflc advancement,
a n d they are very infrequent outside the
fleld of science. But there a r e several not
distinctly chemical, )but so close to the borderland of chemistry that they should not
b e ignored. The scientiflc control of chemical industry is closely tied u p with the
measurement of temperature, and thus the
c u r r e n t literature of physics must be followed. Electro-chemistry has lbecome one
of t h e largest consumers of electric energy,
a n d thus the current literature of applied
electricity becomes of importance to the
chemist. An easy method d assimilating
this physical and electrical literature in
tabloid form is afforded by the semi-monthly
publication, '4Science Abstracts," produced
co-operatively by Amerlcan and foreign so-
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cieties. Space will not permit the mention,
even, of all t h e abstracts and digests which
a r e of significance to t h e chemist, but excellent work is being done i n abstracting the
current literature of pharmacy, ferrous and
non-ferrous metallurgy, agriculture, etc., and
i n indexing t h e literature of engineering.
Recently there has been a growing recognition of the importance-the necessity, even
-of these abstract journals, and within two
years new ones have appeared in the fields
of botany, bacteriology and glass technology.
I t may seem superfluous even to refer to
these publications. All chemists know sbme
of them, and some chemists know all of
them, but the point to b e made is this:
Not all these abstracts and digests are likeIp to be in professional chemical libraries,
but they should b e available in the public
libraries of important industrial centers.
Such compilations as the "Chemical Engineering Catalog" and the "Annual Chemical
Directory of the United States" have of
course obviated the necessity of duplicating
the work in their respective flelds, but the
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh still enjoys
a very gratifying use of its general collection of trade literature. This collection contains about 12,000 catalogues card indexed
by firm name and subject. (This number
represents only volume, but as many of
these a r e #binders containing sets of pamphlets, there a r e actually some 60,000 separate pieces of trade literature.) The Library
has numerous telephone inquiries, such as,
"Who manufactures filter presses?" or "What
is the address of the John Smith Company?"
To get the answers from trade directories
is, of course, only a matter of a few seconds, but in most of these cases the trade
literature collection is now sufficiently comprehensive t o make it possible t o say to the
inquirer that the Library will be glad t o
show him or lend him t h e catalogue of the
Arm in question. Not very many public
libraries have yet given serious attention t o
trade catalogues, but t h e interest seems to
be increasing judging from the fact that
this Library has had t o use a form letter in
answering inquiries regarding its method of
handling these catalogues.
This Lfbrary also received regularly about
300 house organs, card indexes them by
title, subject, and flrm lname, and for the
past two years has kept a card index t o
t h e separate articles in the more important
ones-probably the only extensive index of
its kind in existence. Many of these house
organs contain valuable technical information which appears here long in advance of
its inclusion i n 'books or trade journals. The
latest issue of "The Little JournalW6 contained two items each of which seemed
likely t o interest a patron of tho Library.
--

6 Arthur D. Little Co., Tnc., Borrton.
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Both were notifled by telephone and both to keep regularly in touch with t h e material published and should be able to give
came to see the items.
A number of these house organs are d e information in regard to it and to secure
voted to the drug and chemical ind~s~trigs.such publications a s are of interest t o their
particular communities.
Bome are primarily price lists.
Perhaps the chemist has found his local
This subject of trade literature opens up
an enormous reference fleld which is not library uneble to give the service he needs.
likely to be covered in its entirety by any For ,this undesira~ble state of aiiairs there
one industrial corporation and, a s in the may be several reasons. One may be the
case of magazines, dependence on a special regrettable fact that the financial support
collection is to run the risk of missing ma- of libraries i s often disproportionate t o the
terial outside this special fleld. Modern in- support of other local activities, and the
dustry is so diversified and manufacturers remedy for this may rest with the chemist
are developing so many new lines that it himself and other influential members of
is dimcult to keep up a special collection of the community.
catalogues which thoroughly covers even
It may not be amlss here to reverse
its own specialty. Then, too, in the indus- the title of this paper and consider for a
trial corporation these catalogues are fre- moment the chehist in the service of the
quently the perequisite of the purchasing public library. Chemistry is still a "new"
agent, and when a new catalogue comes the subject in some small lfbraries, and the liold one goes into the waste basket. Thus brarian may be afraid of it. Certainly the
the public library, which has room t o store library school gives the studenl less tralnback flles, will flnd considerable use for old ing in the valuation of scientiflc literature
editions. Sometimes these are of great than in the selection of Action, but the
value in p~ctentlitigation, and their use 1s American Library Association and some of
likely t o be all the greater since the adver- the larger lilbraries a r e now publishing aids
tising pages of magazines a r e usually dis- t o the selection of technical litereture. The
carded when binding.
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh has a small
Industrial chemistry, like research work, share in this service through its Monthly
usually presents problems in more than one Bulletin and through the publication of a
field, and even the chemist who relies main- "Technical Book Review Index." This Index
ly on a well-equipped private library will is the only publication in any language defind it profitable to keep in touch with his voted to recording reviews of scientiflc and
public library if only to learn of new pub- technical boolrs.
lications from various scattered sources. He
But aids to book collectron a r e not enough.
will probably find that not the least of the The librarian needs .the advice of well inresults attained is the knowledge of the formed specialists and a rather intimate
work of ,federal departments and ,bureaus. knowledge of locaI industries.
The Department of Commerce, for example,
The writer of this paper occasionally has
is seeking in many ways to aid the chema question from some smaller library reical industry.
"good books on chemistry" or "the
The U. 9. Government is now the world's garding
best book on chrSmical analysis." These
greatest ,publisher, exceeding in output any questions,
of course, admit of no deflnite anhalf-dozen oublishinn houses in America. swer without
some knowledge of tho use
In ~ a s h i n & o n ' s administration there was t o which the books
are to be put, and in
an authorization for the expenditure of $10,- making suggestions the
scope and purpose
000 for Virewood; stationery and printing."c of each book must be cafefully
In 1918 the cost of government printing was But the head of a small libraryexglained.
may b0
approximately $12,000,000. In the govern- pardoned for failing to make the proper
dis.
ment printing bureau 12% tons of type met- tinction
an elementary text tor
al are used and remelted daily, and 150 tons students between
analytical work and a
of franked mail is the daily average a t the specialist'sbeginning
treatise
on
commercial analysis
Washington Post Omco. Despite some absurdities and abuses (such as the o'blig& when the titles of the two works are very
similar. Here is an opportunity for the
tion to print 8,000 copies of the eulogies on chemist
to render useful service t o the libraevery deceased senator or representative),
ry. Any librarian will welcome the friendthe government issues an immense amount ly
interest of the specialist and will be eD
of valuable material, and much which is of
more or less direct interest to the chemist ceedingly grateful t o t h e chemist ,who will
is scattered through these omcial publica- be willing to spend a little time in appraistions. Many of the larger libraries are ing the ,existing chemical collection, if one
designated government depositories which exists; showing where i t is weak with rereceive all the more important government spect to local industries, and, if need #be,expublications, but smaller libraries are able plaining to the library staff a little of the
terminology of chemistry-what is meant by
"applied" chemistry, organic and inorganic,
O H. 1,. West, i n "Bookmnn." Dec., IDIS.
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quantitative and qualitative, etc. This is
not a t all meant to suggest any instruction
in chemistry, but merely a simple outlining
of the relation to each other of the various
Aelds of chemistry, with a suggestion as t o
which are of local importance. A better
grasp of these conditions is certain to stimulate in the librarian a more intelligent interest in the literature o,f the subject if not
in the subject itself. I t may be thought that
the librarian should dig up his own information on the subject but in many cases he
is too busy digging up other things for the
public.
The chemist will perhaps flnd that his
local library, while weak in chemistry, has
spent considerabnle sums to aid the china
collector, or the print collector. This wfll
be because t h e dilettante has more time to
use the .library, is probably enthusiaatic
about his hobby, insists on the literature,
and magnifies its importance; while wlth
the librarian, of course, there is likely to
'be a tendency to rate the importance of literature according to what people ask for.
In a n article on "Vain Pursuits and Their
Relation t o Public Libraries,"? Mr. A. J.
Hawkes states t h e hypothesis that the success of the public library movement is to
be measured in terms of community, not Individual value, and argues that "when discrimination between two books becomes
necessary, the one most likely to create a
new value t o ,the community at large should
be chosen."
That is, in most communities, a strong
argument for equipping the library with literature on applied science and industry
rather than on antique vases o r Heppelwhite
chairs. I t is, moreover, the attitude reflected by the normal librarian, and its realization is dependent, largely on the library interest shown by athe chemists and other
scientific men of any community. The public library is theirs; why should they not
assist it and make it assist them?
The value of a l?brary to the community
consists not i n t h e acquisition of literature
but in its use, and the moder6 library is not
satisfied with merely building up a strong
collection. If t h e library is t o fulfill its mission the librarian n u s t know his collection
intimately s o that both personal and teiephone inquiries may be handled with accuracy and despatch, H e must also know his
pulblic if ,the literature and the readers are
to lbe brought together to the best advantage.
Christopher Morley, in an essay in the
"Bookman"8 a few months ago, portrayed
one of his characters-Roger Mifflin-in the
role of a second-hand book dealer, with
7 Libmrg Asslstnnt, Mnr. 1014, p. 45-61.
8 Bookman, Scpf. 1016.
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high motives which might well be emulated
by the librarian. Roger MifPIin says:
"I am not a dealer in merchandise but a
specialist in adjusting the book to the human need. Between ourselves, there 18 no
such thing, abstractly, as a 'good' book. A
book is 'good1 only when it meets some human hunger or refutes some human error.
k book that is good for me would very likely be punk for you. My pleasure is to prescribe books for such patients as drop in
here and a r e willing to tell me their symptoms. Some people have l e t their reading
faculties decay so that all I can do is hold a
post w t e m on them. But most a r e still
open to treatment. There is no one so
grateful as the man t o whom you have given
just t h e ,book his soul needed and he never
knew it. No advertisement on earth Is as
potent as a grateful customer.
"The hunger for good books is more general and more insistent than you would
dream. *Butit is still in a way subconscious.
People need book@,but they don't know
they need them. Generally they are not
aware that the books they need are in existence."
This last characterization of Roger Miflin
scarcely applies to the chemist, for generally the user of chemical literature knows
what he wants and realizes when he has
found it, and having found it is cantent to
use it as it appears, without demanding that
an English translation or a popularized version be substituted. Though the well-informed man usually submits' the knottiest
problems, the librarian Ands the work with
these problems .preferable ,ta the work of
ministering to the wants of aimless readers,
such as the perpetual motion "artist," who
is not yet extinct, or the man who spent
some time in the writer's department in a
vain endeapor to discover some method of
magnetizing liquids.
But the librarian must see that material
is made so accessible that even the 2mskilled
reader can find what he wants. Methods of
cataloguing literature must keep pace with
progress in the flelds which that literature
represents. These methods must be such
as will expedite the getting of new books
to the shelves and such a s will make the
entire resources of the library ready available to readers.
The Technology Department in Pittsburgh
makes use of a special classifled card catalogue which experience has shomwn to be
better adapted to handling technical literature than is the "diotionary" catalogue in
use elsewhere throughout the Libram system.
New technical books are secured promptly through an arrangement with several of
the largest publishers by which one approval copy of each new book iis mailed t o the
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library as soon as it is off .the press; this
means that usually by the time a book is
reviewed and an interested patron asks if
it will 'he purchased, he can be shown that
it is already in the Library.
If, however, a patron inquires or telehones about a hook in advance of its receipt his name is attached to the order slip,
goes with the book through the process of
cataloguing, etc., and a postal is mailed to
him the day the book is ready for use. If
the book may be borrowed it is reserved
for him for two days.
Much u8e is also made of a "form" postal
announcing new reference books and magazine articles t o readers whose i n t e r e ~ t sare
definitely known. This service a s relating
to magazine articles is probably not afforded
by any other public library today, and it
meets with a very gratifying response.
Readers are encouraged to recommend
books, for purchase, a specially printed slip
being provided for this purpose. Oecasionally a few blank slips are mailed t o some
one, partly for the purpose of getting him
in touch with the 13brary.
The Library has its own printing plant
and prints a weekly list of new books.
Copies of this list are promptly mailed ro
places where they are likely ,to be seen by
technical men; for example, the Bureau of
Mines, Bureau of Standards, Engineers' Society, various municipal and industrial laboa
ratories, important consulting firms, etc. A
monthly Bulletin listing all new books added each month is Uso widely distributed,
copies frequently being sent out with certain titles checked. This Bulletin is provided with annual author and subject indexes, thus furnishing an upto-date supplement to the Llbrary Catalogue published in
bdok form. Copies of' special lists and
bibliographies are mailed to men known 'to
be interested.
A letter received last week revealed on
the letter head the personnel of a newly
created committee of a technical society,
not yet announced in t h e Society's "Proceedings." Advantage was promptly taken
of the opportunity to send to each member
a copy of one of the Library's publications
having some bearing on t h e proposed work
of the Committee.
Many bibliographies are compiled by the
Technology Department, some of the most
recent subjects being "Sodium Silicate,''
"Lampblack," "Industrial Porcelain," and
"Pulverized Fuel." During t h e past year
there has been little op~ortunityto print
these, but several have been published elsewhere. Two will appear in books which are
now on press in the East. Flarlier ones
have been reprinted elsewhere ,both in mnglish and French.
The main idea, however, 1s not necessarily
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to bring t h e reader to the library for reference work but when possible to get him in
touch wlth the literature with the least inconvenience t o himself. Occasionally a man
who telephoies from the business section
two miles away is given a deflnite reference and advised to consult it in ;the, rooms
of the Bgineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania, down town. Incidentally this Sb
clety froquently calls the Library for references, preferab-ly in its own lijbrary. Telephone service is frequently instrumental in
referring some one t o just the information
h e needs, which will be in a hanclbook or
directory In his own office; less frequently
in locating for an editor material in the files
of his own publication, or identifying for an
author the location and date of his own
paper which he only vaguely recalls. This
is as it should be, and the wonder is not
that such questions should come t o t h e
Library but that there should not 'be more
of ,them. Authors and editors in t h e aggregate furnish the material which makes the
library possible. The library should then
become the custodian of this material and
the source of knowledge regarding it, and
this knowledge, thanks to modern facilities,
need not be confined to the immediate vicinity of tho library. The printed catalogue
of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh is
used in India and in South Africa. The
Technology Department has sent photostat
prints to Canada, and has answered letters
from most of the states of the Union and
from points as far dlstant as Trinidad, China
and Ruseia.
The service of the public library is popularly su~poserlto be confined t o supplying
the printed word, but the progressive library
is a general information bureau furnishing
many answers which have not been reduced
to print.
Occasionally-very
occasionally-luck favors the librarian:
For example, during the last week in
March some one telephoned t o learn the
name of a Canadian who was conducting
certain sclentiflc investigations. It h a g
pened that the Canadian gentleman himself
had just visited the 'States and had spent
two days in the Library a few weeks before.
As the subject of his investigations was not
intended t o be kept secret i t was not unethical to give promptly information which
it would probably have been imgossiWe to
flnd in print.
Not long ago a Pltt8burgh engineer telephoned for an opinion as t o the best advertising medium for a certain purpose. A
New York publication was recommended
and the Inquirer seemed both surprised and
gratified o n being told that an advertising
representative of t h e journal recommended
was in Pittsburgh for two days, and could
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be reached at n certain local hotel. Some regard to existing gaps in the literature of
time ago another local engineer telephoned applied chemistry, and was glad to have the
t o see if there was m y chance of his 'being opportunity of suggesting several subjects
able to locate in the original, a thesis in on which good American books are much
needed.
Russian, just abstracted in a German elBut the lilbrary in the service of the
trical journal. On looking at the abstraot
it was found that the author was a regular chemist is not limited t o supplying professional information. After his ardous propatron of the Technology Department-had
in fact, been there earlier in t h e day. When fessional labors, the chemist will probably
consulted, he was perfectly willing to get flnd something to interest him in the lighter
in touch with the man interested in the literature of the library. Morley's Fbger
Miffln says:
thesis.
"It's a good thing to turn your mind upThese few instances are, of course, nothing but pure accidents but they are pleas- side down now.and then, like an hour-glass,
ant ones and the chance of their occurrence to let the particles run the other way."
The public library can tell you how to
is facilitated in direct ratio to' the extent to
which the library keeps in close touch with manipulate your back yard to make two
radishes grow where only one grew before;
its patrons.
Furthermore, it is only by this close touch or how to supervise the landscape work on
with an inteIligent reading public that the a thousand,acre estate if you are that kind
librarian can estimate ,the real value of his of a chemist.
technical collection and determine the
Again quoting the fictitious Roger Mifflin:
"We have what you want, though you may
strong and weak ' pots; for there are bound
to be weak spo'h-weak spots and complete not know you want it. . .Malnutrition of the
gaps. Very recently the writer was con- reading habit is a serious thing; let us presulted 'by a publisher of ,technical books in scribe for you."

Internal Publicity as an Aid to the Laboratory
BY S. M, MASSE

Publicity Department, National Carbon Company, Inc.
The nature of publicity work-as generally understood, is to circulate information.
Advertising is one form of pwblicity; newspapers are another source. In both these
instances the information, is sent from the
place of business to the outside world. This
might be termed external publicity. 'Now,
how about reversing the process, that is,
bringing the information from without. the
plant to the organization within? This is
i n t e r n d publicity. It has been said that in
order to stabilize business there should be
just as much intake of publicity as there is
output.
In the mdustrial concern, publicity of
some kind is used from laboratory to sales
force and thence to the consuming public.
One seIdom stops to consider what a close
relationship really exists between laboratory
rtnd ou'tput. The laboratory must first sell
the product to the management before the
product can be sold through the sales channels. Although the chemist may be bent on
research work or analysis, the Anal object is
t o sell the product. The connecting link between laboratory and output is publicityinternal and external.
The publicity department must keep the
laboratory well informed of all happeningsnew methods of chemistry, developments of
the product, expansion of trade, newly de-

rived uses, asd data on what competitors
are doing-all of which makes more interesting the work of the chemist, and enables
him to keep in closer touch wfth current
events. It also prevents the chelnist from
becoming isolated from the outer life, so to
speak. In return, however, the laboratory
should furnish the publicity department with
information which will be useful in advertising the product to the trade.
The subject of general pu~blicity is too
extensive to discuss further here. My mission is restricted to telling about the use of
internal publicity as an aid to the 1abora.tory.
The ,busy chemist has not the time and
opportunity to keep in touch with all the
latest teclinical and trade paper ~nfo~mation.
Oftentimes the most timely subject may be
found in some seemingly obscure magazine
or some foreign topic may have a valuable
application to the process ,at hand and be
contained in an article which would pobably
be the last place the chemist would be apt
to look.
This brings me to the issue of most vital
interest in this discussion. It is the TTeekly
Index service of the ,National Carbon Company, Inc., and concerns the relationship of
the industrial library to the laboratory. Of
course we have other departments to serve
at the same time so that the Weekly Index
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is not limited to the laboratory alone but to review any articles under a particular headall departments of t h e company.
ing, h e can receive this infolnation from t h e
Instead of placing this work i n direct library files. Another phase of our informacharge of the library staff w e employ the tion stock may be gnthered from the cataaervices of technical men. These men a r e log
in which are found all descriptive
either chemists or electrical engineers. To- literature of Products related to our own
gether with t h e advertising personnel and
Sometinles Someone desires special inlibrary staff they comprise what is known a s formation on a particular subject. In this
t h e Publicity Department.
he ?imply calls on the phone or writes
We subscribe to approximately ninety pub- the Publicity Department and the informalications, technical, trade and business tion is gathered by the technical force. Quite
papers. Of t h e more important publications often this requires immediate service, a s ,
we get a number of magazines t o talre care for instance, when a laboratory man needs
of the demand. The work of the publicity certain information which he mould othermen is t o go through these various publica- wise have t o secure for himself by leaving
tions each week and choose therefrom t h e his work. If desired a bibliography on any
articles of interest t o t h e various depart- subject will be formulated although by now
ments. A comment is then made on each we a r e equipped with practically all bibliarticle s o a s t o bring out its special applica- ographies of interest to the company. In
tion t o t h e organization. T h e s e articles a r e spite of the fact that we have over 4,000
then listed under their respective publica- volumes in our library the technical force
tions on what we call our Weekly Periodical sometimes has t o seek information f r o m
Index and Review. T h e h d e x also includes outside sources or correspond with related
all new books received, pamphlets, patents, industrial concerns. In this latter respect
etc. Printed copies of the Index are then we have been agreegbly surprised a t t h e
distributed among all interested employees, responsive spirit to co-operate which emiincluding all of our seyeral plants scat- nates from outside concerns.
teed throughout the country.
I t is quite clifficult to do justice t o t h e enWe issue also a Weekly Periodical Index tire theme of our internal publicity. There
and Review whereon space is provided for a r e many forms of bulletins, abstracts, tat h e recipient of the sheet to flll in his name bles, etc., which are formulated from time
and department. Then, by checking the to time. Here, for instance, is a small #bookdesired articles and sending the sheets back let called "Technical Periodicals." In it a r e
t o the library, the person receives t h e maga- listed about 500 technical periodicals giving
zines, boolrs, patents, or whatever he has the library where each may be found, a n d
also from what date these periodicals have
checked and returned.
In this representative Index it will b e been lreplt. The libraries include about ten
noticed that the articles checked a r e not of t h e various public, college and commernecessarily in chemical publications but still cial libraries scattered throughout t h e City
contain information which t h e chemist can of Cleveland. There is also our company
appreciate. I t also includes l?rench articles gublication-the Carbon Wews-which is enwhich a r e translated on request. Although t-itled to much considerat~on as an espriti t might be pointed out t h a t chemical ab- de-corps among our workers and no doubt
stracts would cover much of this informa- this family style of house-organ i s being
tion, our local index presents t h e desired ref- used in the majority of industrial concerns
eence i n a nutshell and w e feel t h a t we today.
One thing more must be mentioned as inc a n give as a comment an application with
a more direct bearing than what would b e cluded as a part of our publicity service.
construed from reading the comments given Tt is the photographic studio which funci n Chemical Abstracts. Moreover, articles tions as a means of visualizing so much beb
of a purely business point of view are, in- ter than written words wlll sometimes do.
cluded and often used to good advantage Again when someone desires a P e m a n e n t
by t h e laboratoly staff. W e also keep what copy of material which the library reserves
is called a regular mailing list comprising for reference purposes only, We can ~ W P ~ Y
Bames of all those who a r e interested in photostatic copies from our studio This
certain publications and wish to secure them is especially advantageous for taking care of
regardles of their appearance on t h e Weelr- the needs of our difitant factories.
~t want to say in closing that the Publicity
ly Index. This list is carefully selected and
includes only those persons who, through Department of the National Carbon C'0mtheir type of work, would b e expecled to pany, I ~ c . ,is a t all times glad to help a n y
keep i n touch with the particular magazine industrial establishment or interested P e p
i n question. Other persons would have to sons on questions of which we have a w e cialized knowledge. Our business' i s Cartalre their turn further down in t h e list.
Aftor the Weekly Index h a s been entirely bon manufacture yet this ,enbils a number
circulated, all articles are flled according to of related subjects whi,$. should cover
the Dewey Decimal system on large Manila. points or interest to many of those who may
cards. Thus, if at any time one wishes to read this article.
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The Kodak Park Library
BY MISS GERTRUDE REISSMANN

Librarian, Research Laboratory, Kodak Park
T h e ICodalc P a r k Library mas established
a s a par1 of the Research Laboratory in
1912. The necessity of a general hbrary
was fully realized and in t h e organ~xatioli
of t h e new isesearch laboratory one of the
maln ~ o i n t sconsidered mas t h e buildipg
up of a library for collccting and clistributIng all the lrnowledge ~wluireclf o r the develol~ruent of our intlustry, thus lilalc~ilg it
a rofereilce center for t h e scientist who
searches for new methods, a s well as the
manufacturing expert, t h e business maaager, t h e efficiency engincer, or ally one
who w s h e s information conlained In the
liteiature.
,Our company being a photagraphic concern, the main feature of t h e Kodak Park
Library is the com~>let'enessof the work on
photograi~liy. Not that t h e books on pliotography outclass the others in number; on
t h e contrary, photography is a young sci-

ence, a ~ all
d the literature written on the
subject can be housed on coml~aratively
few shelves. W'hereas the books on physics
and chemistry are mostly of a modern
character, In photographic literature we
endeavor to obtain everytli~ng ever published, be it, o,f actual value for our work,
or merely of historical interest.
It is our ambition to nialce our photographic collection the best in the country.
Our books on physics complSise various
subheaclings, t h e most important of which
is optics-lens
deslgn and geoinetrical
optics-to
which science we devote alliiost
as much a t t e n t ~ o nas to photography. 011
subjects such as coloriinetry, photometry,
illuminating eng~naering, microscopy, crystallography, sgectroscogy, general theory
of heat and heat measurements, electrical
n~easurenierits and X-rays, we possess a
good assortment of t h e most up-to-date

Eoclnlc P a r k Lihmy,Interior View
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boolrs, in atldltion t o the usual handbooks,
general textbooks, and llhysical and mathe.
matical tables.
In chen~istrywe do not specialize in any
particular fleld, but try to have a mell-balanced ljbrary on organic, physical, and inorganic chemistry. In technology we have,
besides the general handbooks and textbooks, a n exhaustive collection of worlrs on
subjects of speclal interest to us, such a s
cellulos, paper, dyes, metals, etc.
In addition to these three main groups,
we have a few small collections on engineering, efficiency and bulsiness management,
and a good assortment of dictionaries or
foreign languages.
All the above-mentioned section^ are supplen~entedby a large number of perioclicals.
T h e number of boolts 1s about 6000, incluiling the bound volumes of periodicals.
One of the most useful and generally read
portions of our library is the journal section.
We subscribe to over 200 journals on the
above mentioned topics in almost every
living language, and much care is taken in
their digestion, in which task we a r e greatly
supported by the staff of t h e research laboratory. Each member of the scientific staff
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1s requested to read carefully and 1.egularly
themjournals in his partjcwlar line of' work
and to make an abstract of every article
pertaining to infonaatlon of interest to o u r
industry. Patents ant1 newly purchased
boolrs are also briefly abstracted b y the
various experts and t h e abstracts a r e t h e n
collected and gubhshed monthly in t h e
Abstract Bulletin, copies of which a r e s e n t
to interested parties. The abstracts a r e
provided with a classiflcat~on number and
a r e s o arranged t h a t they can 1)e r u t apart,
pasted on a card and ,filed accotdiiig to a
numerical classiflcation, especially worked
out for the purpose. R y siinply quoting t h e
references givcn with each abstract t h e
original article can be obtained from t h e
h l ~ r a r y , sub,:oct, of course, to the library
rules. If t h e article is needed for a n extended period, or for pernlanent use, we
have a photostat c o l ~ y made, or, if it is
written in a language which the emiiloyee
does not understand, we furnish a trans-.
lation.
If a n employee asks for information which
we cannot supply from our shelves, wc try
to ob,tain i t elsewhere. Either w e buy a
book on the subject, o r we borrow i t from
another library; or, if t h e book is owned by
a n institution which does n o t loan boolrs,
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w e try to obtain a photostat copy. The
Chemists' Club in New York has rendered
u s much valua'ble a s s ~ s t a n c ein this direction. The search for information i s often
very lengthy and disappointing, but ,we
either get it, or make quite s u r e t h a t it cannot be obtained. We find t h a t the Union
List of Periodicals furnished b y the Library
of Congress is very useful for locating the
matter, and so 1s a Rochester publication,
t h e Union List of Serials in t h e libraries of
Rochester, compiled by Mr. Yust of the
Rochester Public Library, t o which we
would call special attention. In this list
the periodicals are arranged alphabetically,
a n d after each title a r e given the initials
of t h e library from which it may be obtained, and the volume number it has on
hand. It is most complete and convenient
and a n enormous timesaver, even though
i t tells us only that such and such a number
1s not in the city.
W e have recently started a file of bibliographical data, collected by the investigators during their research work. The
d a t a a r e written on manila filing cards pro'vided with a heading and filed according t o
their, subject matter. We anticipate that
this bibliographic collection will become a
valuable reference file.
W e complete our library by carefully
watching the book reviews and advertisements in the journals, and by keeping in

constant touch with the leading publishers
and bookdealers in this country and abroad.
In order to complete our collection of the
literature of t h e earlier days and t o fill in
the gaps in our sets of periodicals we maintain lists of our wants a t good secondhand
dealers, mainly in England.
While the librarian is resporlsible for
keeping the library up-to-date and in ac.
cordance with the needs of the various departments, the employees are urged to recommend anything which they think would
be of use.
All photographic and scientific journals
are bound a t t h e end of each year. Mere
trade papers are destroyed. Occasioanlly
we cut out a n article, or a n item of special
interest which was abstracted in t h e Bulletin, and treat it as a pamphlet, that is to say,
each one is catalogued as a book, but
several are collected in a pamphlet case.
The books and pamphlets are arranged
on the shelves according to their subject
matter and bound periodicals are kept tra
near a s possible t o the books dealing with
the same -general branch of science. The
classification is based on t h a t generally
used in universities, modified to suit our
trade.
As regards the cataloging, every article
In the library, including books, bound volumes of periodicals, maps, photographs, etc.,
is entered in the accession book. And for
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r e a d y reference we u s e the double catalogue
c a r d system, the one consisting of titles,
classifled by sulbject m a t t e r i n accordance
w i t h t h e arrangement on t h e shelves, t h e
o t h e r being a n author index, arranged In
alphabetical order.
Our loaning rules a r e very simple.
Reference books, a s , for instance. Allen's
Organic Chemistry, Beilstein, Berichte,
handbooks,. back numbers of periodicals,
cyclopedias, dictionaries, m u s t n o t b e t a k e n
o u t of t h e room a t all, and for t h i s reason
investigators a r e allowed t o spend a s m u c h
of t h e i r working time a s necessary in t h e
library.
Current numbers of ,periodicals must not
b e t a k e n o u t during working hours, but they
c a n b e taken home over night. Books on
special topics can be borrowed for a reasona b l e length of time, and if t h e ,book is
n e e d e d for permanent work, o r f o r a pralonged investigation, w e buy a second copy,
o r , if t h e required information is oontained
i n a certain chapter, we have i t ghotostated. Translations a r e made a s necessary.
T h e library is open during t h e working
h o u r s and a t t h e noon hour. E~verybodyc a n
g o t o t h e shelves and t a k e out w h a t h e
w a n t s , but h e i s requested t o fill o u t a card
w h e n taking t h e book out of t h e room-a
r e q u e s t which t h e busy m a n sometimes forg e t s . T h e systein i s very lenient indeed,
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but i t works well, and we a r e proud t o say
t h a t in m i t e of these liberal rules, our loss
i n books averages only 3 a year. (The
flgure for lost current numbers of periodicals is not quite as phenomenal, but still,
i t is very good.)
While t h e library, a s a whole, is intended
for scientific men and manufacturing experts, one corner of it is set apart for the
working men without a n y sc~entifictraining.
This little department contains a few elementary books on t h e science of photography and color photography, many on
photographic manipulations and motion
picture work, a few elementary works o n
general science, some on physics and chemistry, s large number for t h e electrician,
the mechanic, the draftsman, the carpenter,
etc., a s well as some polmlal' books on personal and business efficiency, and geometry.
The boolcs c a n be changed twice ,weekly
during the noon 11ou1' and w e take great
care in directing the people t o the reading
m a t t e r they need most. In this department
the ,books a r e charged t o t h e borrower in
the usual way.
T h e little educational
library has proved quite a success.
T h e services rendered by the li,brary t o
the research laboratory and t o the industry
a r e very broad, and with the hearty cooperation of d l which it h a s had, has been of
great value t o t h e eompany.

The Library Service of the New Jersey Zinc
Company
BY L. A. TAFEL, LIBRARIAN
T h e library system of t h e New Jersey
Z i n c Company grew o u t of t h e need, which
m a d e itself felt a t different points througho u t t h e Company, of having close a t hand
w o r k i n g collections of books. T h e collect i o n s w e r e a t first small a n d disconnected,
b u t a s the interest of the Company grew,
t h e demand arose f o r books on a greater
n u m b e r of technical subjects, a n d a means
of carrying on systematized research work.
T h e need of l ~ b r a r y service proved t o b e
three-fold: (1) T h e need of standard refe r e n c e works for constant use; ( 2 ) Provisions for systematic research work, which
i n c l u d e s t h e compilation of bibliographies,
a c c e s s to aources a n d translating and alba t r a c t i n g of material; ( 3 ) Contact with curr e n t technical literature
I n o r d e r to extend these advantages t o all
m e m b e r s of t h e Company, and a t t h e s a m e
t i m e to administer t h e work in t h e most
efficient and economical manner, t h e s e scatt e r e d libraries were organized, in 1917 into
o n e Company library, centralized in New

York, with branches throughout the Company. T h e library is organized directly under t h e Technical Departniont, which department h a s charge of all research work.
T h e administrative work, is centralized in
the New Yorlr library, including the ordering, classifying and cataloging of material
for a l l limbraries. Two branches have been
entirely reorganized according to modern
library methods, and i t is planned to re-organize others and establish new centres as
the need makes itself felt. Union catalogues 'of all boolcs, pamphlets and magazines in t h e Company library a r e maintamed
a t four different points, and this material
may be borrowed by any member of the
Company. This organization work has
proved worth while in making the library resources most accessible.
In ordering books, duplication is avoided
a s f a r a s practicable, except i n the case of
standard reference books which are of constant use a n d must b e near a t hand when
needed. These a r e duplicated freely and
kept up to date. Of t h e newer technical
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books which may not prove of lasting in- of the utmost importance for our m e n to be
terest, one copy is bought, as a rule, routed kept in constant touch with the latest deamong the men interested, and finally placed velopments in their speclal lines from day
in the branch where it will prove most use- to day. It was to meet this need, and to
ful, to be sent out on request to anyone de- get the information wanted to t h e men as
siring to read it.
soon after publication a s possible, and in
Having estqblished these reference col- convenient form, that our Library Bulletin
lections a t different points in the Company, was established. This publication indexes
and having arranged a system by which the regularly about 125 technical publications,
reference work was coordinated, it mas and includes l ~ b r a r ynotices, an alphabetical
soon found necessary to render further aid Iist of magazine articles briefly abstracted,
to the research worker in the compilation of book reviews and bibliographies. A conbibliograpliies, in order that he ,might have venient blank for calling for this material,
a resume of the literature of a submject to o n which the articles desired may be noted
compare his experiences with those of by number, a s 861 Steam engines, i s included
others engaged in the same work. These in each issue, and is much used by t h e men.
These blanks are sent, through t h e local
bibliographies are compiled on request by
the local branch, or by the New York libra- branch, to the library having t h e material
ry. Brief abstracts and translations are on file, and the requests fllled as rapidly ae
added to these lists to increase their use- possible, the men co-operating by returning
fulness.. This brought about one of the the magazines a s soon a s read. I n this way
greatest uses which the Company library many of our magazines have a circulation of
performs-the research worker is often lo- Afteen, twenty or even twenty-five readers.
cated at a distance from his sources of In- Articles in special demand are typed, or phoformation, and it is of inestimable value to tostated and circulated i n this form.
,Our present Company library i s thus the
him to know that any material which he
needs in his research work will be brought result of actual needs which grew up little
to him through the Company library system. by little, through the Company. I t has exThese requests for material which is not on panded from several small collections of a
file in the Company libraries, are forwarded hundred boolrs each to a series of branch
to the New York branch, which is in a po- libraries, of which the two largest have a
sition through its contact with the large collection of 2300 and 1800 books respectivelibraries of the city, to furnish copies of ly. It has extended this three-fold library
this material in photostat or typewritten service to all points in the Company, and
form, or to purchase the material in a short fills requests from Colorado, Oklahoma, I!htime. W e have had excellent co-operation nois, Virginia, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
from the libraries of New York and Brook- and New York. "The employees have
lyn, from Lehigh University, the Library of learned to appreciate the benefits derived
Congress and Government Departments, and from constant study and frequent reference
to current literature, and realize their own
from editors and publishers.
In a commercial library one of the most gain, while the ,Company is well repaid for
important phases of t h e work is current its investment through the increased efperiodicals and society publications. It is ficiency of its 'employees."

Librarv Service in the Chemical De~artrnent
a n h Chemical Department ~aboraiories

of the Du Pont Company
BY F. L. GALLUP
I n answer to a request for a paper describing any special features of the library
of the Chemical Department of the El I.
duPond de Nemours & Company which are
helpful t o us or may be helpful to others,
it is necessary to describe briefly the library organization in the Chemical Departntent
of the Company.
The Department is composed of some ten
divisions whose executive heads are in the
main office of the Company. The Department maintains, outside of the oity of Wil-

mington, four experimental laboratories,
each of which is in itself a large organization. Each of these laboratories h a s a library and a librarian.
Bach of the five libraries of t h e Degartment is a special libraw and really special
unto itself for the fol1,owing reason. Particular lines of work a r e relegated to e a c h laboratory organization which may b e briefly
summarized as follows:
Experimental 'Station: Smokeless powder,
black powder, artiflcial leather, and
some special chemicals.
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Eastern Laboratory: Colninercial dynamites and high explosives.
Jackson Laboratory: Dyes.
Delta Laboratory: Pyralin products and
pyroxylin compositions.
I t i s natural that each library should specialize along the lines its men are interested
in. Now, the RIgin Offlce Library functions
for the executives who direct the activities
of the several laboratories and a s a result
the Main Office Lilirary directs its attention
more particularly to the broader aspects oP
the subjects the Department is interested
in and less to material required in laboratory investigation and routine.
The Main OfRce Library of the Degartment has no authority in the direction of
the other libraries but a serious effort is
made among the several libraries t o co-opel..
ate, each to be helpful to the others a s oc.
casion permits. This co-operation is a very
hearty ,one and much good comes from it.
Our library organization is not old, in
fact is coinparatively young but a serious
effort is being made to develop our libraries
along common sense lines and put in the
po8ition of librarian those who knoiv, not
only the principles and rules of library
econoinics, but who can study their problem
from the service standpoint and discount
the requiren~entsof the lilirary to the extent
of anlicirating the neecls of the chemists on
old and new problems.
W e believe In this connection t h a t i t is
of decided importance to have means provided by executive heads which shall supply
a librarian serving industrial laboratories as
promptly as possible with a s much information as possible to aid in placing in the library needed information on new subjects
for investigation in t h e laboratory. It is of
prime importance to provide a s f a r a s possible in advance library requirements of an
industrial laboratory. It is a source of
added stim.ulation to the investigator to be
able to find his information a t hand a t the
time wanted and not t o have to wait until
it is ordered and received aud perhaps, in
the meantime, have lead himself into unnecessary expenditure of time in trying to produce t h e information through laboratory experiments, o r lost in some degree his enthuslasm.
There are several special features in our
library organization that a r e practicularly
helpful. There is a monthy exchange of
accession reports between the five libraries
of the Department. A review of these may
bring t o the attention of the libraries, material that had been overlooked in the
routine review of current publications.
There is prepared and distributed to the
libraries a very complete monthly compilation of abstracts Which have to do particularly with those subQects in which the chemists 01 the Department a r e interested. We
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believe that this is an especially valuable
aid to an industrial laboratory in t h a t t h e
efforts of one person a r e directed t o supply
specific information, digested and classifled,
to releave t h e busy chemist oP t h e necessity
for reviewing periodic literature. H e may,
through the gerusal of this publication, direct his attention to only those matters
wh~cliare of moment.
Another important feature which is undergoing develogment and yerhalm has reached
a higher stagc of usefulneus in our Main
Office Library than i n our laboratory libraries, is t h e lnaintenance of patent files
covering the subjects i n which the Departinent is interested. T h e patents a r e filed ill
the vertical files i n their numerical orders,
are cataloged according to author and subject and a numerical card indcx is maintainecl which allows the librarian o r her assistants at a glance to answer phone inquiries in regard to our pntent resources.
We must recognize t h e developlnent of the
prior art in i t s relation t o present day chemical research and a review of the patent situation, we believe, is quite a s important a
feature as t h e review of l i t e r a t u ~ a . F o r this
reason we believe that a n essential feature
in the library service in the industrial laboralory 1s the mnintennuce, careful cataloging and flling of patenl h u e d on the
subjects in wh1c11 the laboratories a r e interested. W e charge out and credit t h e
return of patents in exactly the s a m e way
as books a n d ~ieriodicalsa r e charged and
credited.
Another helpful feature is thc inaintenance, in the libraries, of a union catalog of
the resources of the other libraries of t h e
department. This puts before each librarian a near-by source for material which
may be urgently needed.
W e are getting ready to organize and
maintain a "specis1 information" catalog of
references. The ground work is being l a ~ d
to make this a valuable adjunct to the library service in t h e flve libraries. This effort will include tho classification and in.
dexing of t h e infornlation i n our Chemical
Department reports which a r e preparod by
special investignto~~s This work may not
perhaps be properly classed as library work
but we maintain t h a t in an industrial labor.
atory the library inust be turned to a s the
chief source of information of a technical
character. A great many instances hnve
arisen, particularly during t h e recent emergency, wliicll have shown that it is highly
desirable t o maintain nn index of classified
information covering the results of work
that our men have dono a s distinguished
from indexed classired inCormation obtained
from sources outside of our own laboratories.
New men come with 118 who m a y be put
on problenis that hnve been previously un-
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dertaken and temporarily dropped or work
may be required on problems t h a t were
thought to have been finished several years
ago. We believe i t is essential to have in
the libraries, readily available, a classification of the results of work previously done
in order to avoid unnecessary duplication of
effort which means loss of time and unnecessary e~rpenditureof money. Another feature wh~chis being d e v e l o ~ ~ ein
d our Main
Office Library and which m a y be extended
to our laboratory libraries i s to conipile our
catalog in such a way that i t will give t h e
user information in t h e way our m e n naturally look for it in view of t h e nature of the
subjects we have to deal with. W e believe
that any material worth keeping is worth
cataloging and t h e catalog should be a directory to all the resources of the library.
Many instances have come t o our attention
to show that a "one man" system is not of
much value i f the "one man" dies o r is suddenly removed from his position, and w e are
bending our efforts t o produce a system oi
classiflcation and indexing in our libraries
that will be self exglanatory.
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One of o u r librariee h a s a member on ita
staff who is engaged in bibliographical work
on subjects under investigation. You will
appreciate t h e value of a person capable of
doing this kind 09 work on the library staff
which serves an experimental laboratory engaged in a wide range of activities. The
advantage is self evident. Not only may the
chemist's time b e devoted to his actual work
but the search of t h e llterature is in the
hands of one trained t o this kind of work.
It goes almost without saying that a feat u r e in library service to the laboratory
which must not be overlooked is the em'ployme-nt o f those to conduct t h e library
who have a n enthusiasm for technical work
and who have a disposition t o encourage a
research chemist to feel that an effort is
being made t o put the resources of the library a t his disposal i n the most convenient possible way. I t is truely stimulating
to feel that the library corps is w~llingto be
of service, and t h e selection of a librarian
who has the ability to study t h e dispositions
of the people whom she serves, a s well as
the pure library problems, is to be very
much' encouraged.

The Functions of a Research Librarv in the
Dyestuffs Industry
BY JULIAN F. SMITH

National Aniline ana Chemical Co., Inc., Buffalo,N . Y .
The Schoellkopf Research Library, so ence works, nearly all the literature is freely
named in honor of the pioneer makers of loaned t o accredited users of the libraiy,
American synthetic dyes, began to t a k e form with the understanding that i t shall be rein August, 191G. Its organization was SO turned in seven days. Renewal of loans is
planned as to conform as nearly a s possible permitted, and is quite commonly requested.
to that of the best institutional and refer- A custodian has charge of t h e loaning and
returning. S h e is generally kept quite busy
ence libraries.
With this idea in view, t h e entire library between times typing t h e various documents
has been classifled according to the Dewey prepared by the librarian, and keeping up
Decimal System, which is used by most pub- t h e routine work of the library.
T h e library room is large enough to prolic and educational libraries. No classification method is perfect; but a n y system has vide ample study space, in addition to the
advantages over no system, and t h e Dewey stacks. Most of the men who read there are
plan has the advantages of wide usage and familiar enough with the shelf arrangement
exceptionally thorough subdivision in nearly to flnd the volumes they need; but the cusall classes. The chief dieadvantage is that t o d ~ a nis always ready to give such inforsome of the sections i n chemistry and tech- mation on request.
Although on casual inspection ours looks
nology are urgently in need of revision.
Minor details, such as arrangement on like a decidedly cheraical library, there is
the shelves, pamphlet filing, etc., a r e made inuch other material. A11 of Dewey's ten
to follow as nearly a s possible t h e best cur- main divisions of human thought and study
rent usage. Custom, however, is m a d e sub- are represented, except philosophy and reordinate to convenlence. T h e system. is ligion. A rapid survey of t h e material on
shaped to fit the library, n o t the library to the shelves reveals the following dry but instructive figures:
fit the system.
The plan of administration, or method of
Chemistry, of the variety often misnamed
making the library useful, is of course in- pure, makes up about 40% of the texts and
tended to render the maximum of service. reference works, 20 t o 26% of the pamphWith the exception of t h e standard refer- lets and unbound periodicals, and nearly
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76% of the bound periodicals. Technical
chenlistry occupies some 30% of the text
and reference shelves, 25% of t h e pamphlets and unbound periodical flles, and 26%
of t h e space devoted to bound periodicals.
This branch maintains the least erratic ratio
of any.
Physics comprises about 5% of the texts
and reference works and of t h e unbound
periodicals, hardly more than 1% of the
pamphlets, and a small but slowly increasing proportion of t h e bound periodicals.
Engineering f o m s some 6 % of the texts
and reference works, 10% of the pamphlets
and 15% of the unbound periodicals, but constderably less than 6% of t h e bound periodicals.
A wide variety makes up the remainder.
Library science, business, Anance, legislo;
tion, insurance, labor problems-all the subjects that interest a large manufacturing
establishment must needs be more or less
thoroughly represented.
In order to keep abreast of t h e times 67
~erlodicals a r e currently received, and we
have a waiting list of about 20 more t o be
added to our subscription list as soon as wo
can begin to get them from Germany and
Austria. Partial files of about 30 others,
not currently received, a r e on tlie library
shelves.
There is plenty of variety in t h e types of
service expected of a research library; but
they naturally group themselves into only
two classes. First comes t h e duty of providing references and second that of facilitating their use.
The members of a live research organization would like to have a t hand all t h e literature needful for the solving of any problem Failing of this ideal, which is not likely to be attained this side of the millennium,
the next best method is to lrnow the habitat
of all exlsting literature needed but not
possessed.
Once discovered, references can usually
be purchased or borrowed; if neither of
these is possible, a copy or abstract can
nearly always be obtained. T h e cameragrams furnished by the John Crerar Library
of Chicago constitute one of tlie best sources
of copies; but there are many others.
Providing the literature is only the beginning of the twofold service t o be rendered. Bibliographies, abstracts, translations, indexes and other aids a r e constantly
needed t o increase the usefulness of the library's treasure-house. An alert watch
must be kept for new developments.
Solomon was so overcome by t h e literary
activities around him, in his day of the laboriously produced papyrus, t h a t he sighed
wearily, "Of making many books there is
no end." What chance then has t h e modern
librarian of ever sighting land i n t h e ocean
of print which he must navigate? He is do-
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ing well if h e steers a true course in his
own particular travel lane, and keeps up
with the current of activity. In plainer
words, the watch for new developments ha8
an almost limitless field to cover, yet it
should lnfss nothing that may be useful to
the organization. All praise to Chemical
d b s t m c t s , and kindred publications, for
charting the ocean!
Patents form a problem by themselves.
The conditions under which patents and their
records may be useful vary so much with
different companies, that each must needs
work out its plans for handling the problem. The most crying need is adequate indexing of U. S. Patents, a task which our
Government has not get taken very seriously
t o heart.
Improvements are needed in both divisions of research library service. In the providing of literature, resumption of mail service from Central Europe will open up
sources of some of the valuable reference
work published there. But a much better
prospect is the production, in Ehglish, of
more thorough and reliable chenlicnl literature than t h e Germans ever wrote. We hope
great things from the tentative plans for
compiling English reference works in the
various fields of chenmtry; and we anticfpate that research libraries will be called on
t o contribute their share toward the compilation thereof.
In t h e second class, the facilitat~on of
reference work, the prominent need is indexing. If all the technical literature of the
world could be card indexed and if the cards
could be distributed by subscription, like
Library of Congress cards, the research librarian's life would be a garden of roses.
Since that cannot be, each library must do
large quantities of indexing for itself, or
lose the benefits to be gained thereby.
All the above observations have been
made with the dyestuffs industry in mind
but in t h e main they are equally true for
any research organization. A research library is a highly specialized reference library; but i t dares not be narrowly specialized. I t must reach into nearly as broad a
field as its greater cousin, the public reference library, T h e latter must serve many
industries more or less superficially; the
former must serve one industry thoroughly
in its main interest and must make some
provision for its occasional interests.
The future of the research library is
greater than its past. Any existing shortage
of propcrly trained chem~st-librarians will
correct itself a s the demand grows, and the
t h e will come when every wide-awake
chemical lndustry will have an organized
research library, instend of the chaotic c d lections which in 80 many places give little
or no service except to the executive whose
private office they adorn.
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With increasing recognition, the research
library, while* still calling itself b y t h a t
n a m e , will be able t o extend its service
m o r e thoroughly into every clepartinent of
i t s organization, and in s o doing will serve
the research laboratory n o t less, but more.

---

Convention-x 0th Annual Meeting of the Speciai Libraries
Association at Asbury
Park, N. J+,June

LIBRARIES
1. "Special Librarians, Not Special Libraries."
E. D. Tweedell, Assistant Librarian,
John Crerar Library, Chicago, Ill.
2. "A Technology Department as a Business Investment."
D, Ashley Hooker, Technology Librari.
an, Detroit Public Llbrary, Detroit,
~ich.
3. "Aids t o ihlagazine Routing Systems."
Edith Phail, Librarian, Scovill Mfg.
Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Group

C

- Representlng

Comrnerclal
F i n a n c ~ a lLibraries

and

"How t h e Special Library Can Help
Build Industry."
F. h1. Feilier. Editorial Director.
McGraw ill. Company, Inc., ~ e w
York City.
5. "Some Whys and Hows of Our Library
-and R, Few Don'ts."
Leon I. Thomas, Editor of "Factory,"
Chicago, 111.
6. "The Litera.tuibe of Foreign Trade."
Dl-. E. E. Pratt, President of E. E.
Pratt & Company, Inc., New York
City, former Chief of U. S. Bureau
of Foreign and Doinestic Commerce.
7. Financial paper to be supplied later.
4.

TENTATIVE PROGRAM

First

Session - Tuesday Afternoon
2.30 P, M., June 24, Palm
Room, Hotel Monterey

.

Address by the President.
Guy E. RIarlon, Director of Record
Section, Community Motion Picture
Bureau, New York City.
Report of the Secretaisy-Treasurer.
Caroline E. Williams, Libsarian, Exuerimental Station Laboratory, E. I.
Du Pont de Nenlours & Co., W'ilmmgton, Del.
Report of the Editor of ,Spec@ Lzbl-aries.
J. H. Fnedel, National Industrial Conference Board, Boston. hIass.
Report of the Executive Board.
By the Vice-president, Edward H. Redstone, Massachusetts S t a t e Librarian,
Boston, Mass.
Reports of Committees-Membershlg-SurYey.
N e w Business
Appointment of a Noniinating Committee.
Adjournmelit to the Formal Progmm.
Papers-Group
A-Representing
General
lntere-sts o f ~ 1 1 ~- ~ e c i a l i ~ t s
TklZe t o be sitpj.lliefZ l a t e r

John Cotton Dana, Librarian Free
Public Library, Newark, N. J., flrst
President of the Association.
"Documentation in the Field of Rehabilitation of the Disabled."
Douglas McMurtrie, Red Cross Institute for Cripples, New York City.
"Library and Statistical Work with the
Prudential."
F. S. Crurn, Assistant Statistican of
Prudential Insurance Co., Newark,

.. -

.
4
'
1

4.

J.

Discussion and Odjournment.

Second Session-Wednesday Afternoon
2.30 P.- -M., June 25, Lounge,
Hotel Monterey
Papers-Group
B-Representing
EngineerIng and Technical Libraries

Third Session-Thursday Evening, 8
P . M., June 26, Palm Room,
Hotel Monterey
Papers-Group
D-Representing
Municlpal
and Civic Libraries
1. "Good Government and Better Citizen-

ship vla the Civic Library."
Dorsey W. Hyde, Jr., Municipal Reference L+brarian, New York City.
2. "The Library and the League of Municlpalities."
Ilomer Talbot, Bxecutive Secretary,
New Jersey State League
of Municipalities.
W e l f a r e and I n d u e
Grc)up E-Representing
t r i a l Libraries
(Illus3. "I-Iumanitarianism i n Industry."

trated with Slides.)
Gertrude Beeks Easley, Director Welfare Department of The National
Civic Federation, New Yorlr City.
"Americanization by Indirection."
(11lustrated with Motion Pictures )
Leslie Willis Sprague, Industrial Service Division, Community Motlon
Picture Bnreau, New York City

Fourth Session-Friday,
9 . 3 o A.
Room (to be announced)Hotel Honterey

M.,

Business Sessions to comalete all unfinished business of the convention.
Election of Officers.
Adjournment.
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own work; 1113 knows what h a s been done
and what is being done by others. He is
continually informed. What is the result?
T.he informed man is the man who knows.
The man who knows is the man of power.
I l e doesn't guess; he does not waste time
or effort duplicating what others have done,
he does not have t o wait for opportunity, h e
makes it.
The scientist is also pre-eminently t h e
man of order. For science means not only
knowledge. It means lraowledge organized
in such a w a y that each part h a s a relation t o every other part and to t h e whole.
It means orderly arrangement of conditions
and facts observed and verified. Above all
it means order. T h e special librarian, then,
reduces the information which h e h a s collected from a meaningless mass to a signincant and meaningful entity. T h e special
librarian thus guts library science at the
service of t h e man trained in chemical science.
That the research a n d the manufacturing chemist are the gainers from the uses
of t h e special library i s undoubtedly true.
It is indicated by such testimony a s t h a t of
Dr. Arthur D. Little who at the editor's request has lrindly written the foreword to this
number. It is indicated by the attitude of
the Amerlcan Chemical Society which at its
meeting in Duffalo last month devoted an
entire session to special libraries. Most of
the papers printed In this issue were presented a t this meeting and a r e here produced by courtesy of t h e society and the
Journal of Industrial and lllngineering Chemistry. That the librarian may equally be
the gainer of contact with the chemist is
also unquestionably true. The suggestions
made by Dr. Little a r e very much to the
point. They are well worth t h e serious
thought of all of us.

Mary A, Pillsbury

Lnw Libmries..

.............Edward
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EDITORIALS
Library Science in the Service of Chemical Science
This issue presents the special library in
still another light, library science in the
service of chemistry. It is the story of the
practical service of the librarian to the
scientist and manufacturer, the m a n interested in pure chemical research and the
manufacturing chemist. Science stands for
information. The special li,brary is the
organized information center. I t collects,
correlates and makes available i n suitable
form existing information. I t brings t e
gether the work and doings of others. The
chemist, then, is not only informed of his

Dedicated to Progress
In the entrance to the laboratories of
Arthur D. Little, Inc., one flnds a tablet
bearing the simple inscription, "Dedicated t o
Industrial Progress." I n its service t o b u ~ i ness men, t h e Special Libraries Association
can regard t h i s ideal with pride, for t h a t h a s
been its cornerstone slnce its inception. I t s
offlcial organ, Speciul Libraries, h a s been the
vocal expression of t h a t dedication. Rut it
is not only i n behalf of industrial progress
that our work is carried on. T h e municipal
reference librarian is actuated by the cause
of civic progress; the agricultural librarian
by progress in agriculture; tKe children's
librarian to progress in child welfare. But
it is through constructive, purposeful and
fruitful effort that the road t o progress lies.
In t h a t effort let u s put forward o u r best.
"Above all nations stands Hhmanity" sang
a great poet. Above all library rules stands
service. F o r this of all times is the library
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age; i t s keynote is purposeful, useful
service. From such servlce, progress is
inevitable. I t is wlth such thoughts that
w e look forward to the coming convention
of t h e Special Libraries Aesociation a t
Asbury Park.

The Tenth Annual Convention
T h e tenth annual convention of the
Special Libraries Association will be held
a t Asbury Park, New Jersey, on J u n e 24-26,
1919, A copy of tho tentative program is
printed elsewhere in this issue. It is confidently expected that a few feature numbers
may be added but announcement regarding
these cannot be made a t this time. A
large attendance is expected and a s part of
t h e business meetings a number of import a n t matters of interest t o all special librarians a r e to be brought up f o r consideration.
It is a convention w h ~ c hwill probably go
down i n library history a s one of our best
a n d w e urge all to be present and take
part in t h e deliberations.
Common information is t h e seed of common oplnion. The aim of all who have been
invited t o address the meetings is to inform
a n d to stimulate. The business concern like
t h e individual and the institution stand to
gain f r o m your presence. Conle and spread
the good word of your conling among
others.

A Name for Library Engineering
F e r several years t h e n a m e "special librarian" h a s been under flre. It is criticised on
various grounds By some i t is contended
t h a t the word "special" is meaningless, by
others t h a t its meaning is n o t descriptive of
t h e many types of activity and service t o
whlch i t is applied. By others i t is pointed
out t h a t the word "librarian" is equally objectionable. It is stated, f o r example, that it
i s a n inaccurate description. Some even go
s o f a r a s to add that i t is a handicap in their
work. Dissatisfaction with the name special librarian has in the p a s t and is today
quite general. What name more accurately
descriptive of our work a n d function shall
w e adopt?
A number of suggestions have been made
-"directors
of information,'' "information
specialists," "business libmrians," etc. Few
of the suggested substitutions possess any
merit. While most a r e agreed in their disagreement with the present name, n o single
suggestion has been made t h a t commends
itself t o all.
This i s obviously a problem of interest
a n d concern to all. Some name that will
w i n greater approbation should b e determined upon. The change becomes more
essential as our influence increases. The
special library is no longer a n experiment.
T h e special libraries movement h a s maintained a definite course t h a t h a s h a d and is
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more and more affecting all library endeavor As we look forward to the greater
part which we shall play in library engineering, i n civic and industrial activity.
W h a t n a m e should special librarians
adopt? T h e question h a s come up perennially a t former conventions and will come
up again this year. Perhaps criticism and
discussion have progressed far enough to
make the t i m e ripe for fruitful suggestion.
Other associations have struggled with and
have overcome this important problem.
More recently the Conference on Charities
and Corrections became the National Conference on Social Work. Let the success of
others stimulate our own endeavors. Let us
all give this the attention which i t deserves.

Banking on Library Science
T h e June issue which will be out within
the next ten days is a financial number. As
with other special numbers, the same high
standard of content is maintained. There
a r e articles by men and women preeminent
i n their particular fleld of endeavor. The
vice-president of the Guaranty Trust Company of New York, a banker known throughout the country, discusses in hls usual forceful and thought-provoking manner "The
Value of a Library in a Financial House."
The Director of the Finance Department of
New Yorlr University presents a suggestive
and stimulating paper on "The Financial
Library and the Student." The manager of
the Dixie Book Shop, former managing editor of The Wall Strest Journal presents a
particularly trenchant paper on "The Importance of Good Reading in the Business of
Finance." A dozen other contributions of
equal merit go lo malie up the number.
T h e editor is glad t o announce a t this
time a series of feature numbers beginning
with the Beptember issue. The year has
been one of distinct progress, but we hope
to exceed o u r past efforts. SpedaB Libraries
is today a journal of first order. It is read
by ,business men and women as much a s by
librarians. I n our limited scope w e are t ~ y ing to give unlimited service. The grogressive hbrarian subscribes for and reads

Bpecial Libraries.

The Solvay Process Company of Syracuse
has maintained a library for more than
thirty years. This library now contains
about 1200 volumes, mainly on chemical
suWects, together with bound volumes of
the principal E'nglish and lGerman chemical
journals. A file of the more important
American and foreign technical journals is
kept, from which abstracts are made of the
articles of decided interest. These abstracts
are printed and distributed to about 100
men in the employ of the company. Current magazines a r e also circulated among
the staff.
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The Chemical Engineering Catalog
BY F. M. TURNER, JR., AND D. D. *BEROLZHEIMER

Technical Editor, and Assistant Technical Editor, The Chemical Catalog
Company, Inc.
For some Years prior to 1916, t h e year of
publication of the first edition of t h e Chemical Engineering Catalog, there was an agitation alnong chelnical engineers throughout tlie United States, especially among the
members of t h e American I n s t ~ t u t eoP Chemical Engineers, for a condensed catalog
along the same lines as publications that
had been in successful use for some time in
the architectural and mechanical engineering professions.
Few chemical enginears had t h e time s t
their disposal to maintain a n orderly indexed file of the various catalogs and bulletins issued by the companies supplying
equipment for the chemical industries. It
mas found very hard to keep such a file up
to date and the difficulty was accentuated
by t h e fact that the literature publlslled
by the equipment companies was of all sizes
and shapes. Horeover, in many cases, important equipment conlpanies did not have
any catalogs or bulletins of any kind and the
only source of information regarding the
products of these concerns were t h e advertising pages of the various technical periodicals. These conditions still exist, but the
difficulties a r e even greater than they were.
Consequently, prior to t h e publication of
the Chemical Engineering Catalog, the vast
majority of persons interested in ecl~iplilent
for the chemical industries depended on the
Ales of certain periodicals. It i s obvious
that a collect~onof adveytisemsnts is ill
adapted to meet the denland for information
of those actually engaged in t h e design,
erection and operation of chemical works.
For one thing, each of the advertisements
would generally treat only of a single piece
of equipment and the seeker for infornlation would have to go through several dozen
back numbers of the periodical i n the hope
of finding some information about t h e particular item h e was interested i n at that
particular moment. Moreover, advertisements even in technical periodicals, are designed rather to attract attention than to
give information, and in many cases when
finally located, the advertise~nent of the
company gives no real clue as t o whether
its equipment would be suitable f o r the purpose i n mind or not.

I t was these same Contlitions that had led
to the establishment of condensed catalogs
for the architects, for the mecllanical en.
gineers and for certain other professions.
These C ~ n d i t i ~ i lbecame
s
nluch mare acute
when applied to the vast field of industrial
chemistry. For one thing, the number of
types of ecluiplnent used in the chemical industries is vory much greater than in any
of the previously mentioned branches of engineering. Secondly, owing to the comparative newness of many of the chemical industries in this country, the number of flrms
manufacturing equipment for the use of
chemical engineers is relatively small
The men i n charge of the conversion of
laboratory results into industrial processes
have had t o go everywhere and anywhere
for their equipment and have made use of
all kinds of machinery originally intended
for quite difPerent purposes. For instance,
chemical engineers are today using mixing
machinery originally designed for bakers,
centrifugal drying machines originally designed for t h e textile industry, separators
originally designed for the dairy industry,
drying ovens which were placed on the market to meet the requirements of bakers anb
confectioners, refrigerating machinery originally intended for packers, etc.
The chemical engineers have had to go to
the n~anufacturersof pumps, valves, fans
and blowers, conveying machinery, hydraulic presses, electric motors, and a multitude of other equipment aslrmg then1 to
adapt their standard products both in design and materials to the specific requirements of t h e newly developing chemical industries.
On account of the fact that the source of
supply of the necessary equipment were less
lcnown and more dlfticult to locate, the
chemical engineer was especially grateful
for a publication that would make the task
of finding suitable equipment for a given
purpose a little easier. This condition, together with the phenomenal growth of the
chemical industries In America induced by
the war, probably accounts for the great
success that has attended the publication
of the Chenlical Engineering Catalog.
The extent to which tlie undertnkiw has
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a n y matter resembling display advertising.
users of space' i n the publication have been
m
encouraged to include actual engineering
d a t a with regard to their products, such as
speciflcations, tables of sizes, capacities,
weights, prices, etc The use of illustrations
has been confined to actual photographic
o r diagramatic representations of equipment
and processes and they a r e used only for
their instructive vaIue and not for display
effect.
Each annual eclition of the Catalog has
been very thoroughly indexed, the index in
the last volulne (1918 Edition, published
September, 1918) occupying 210 pages. UnThe exact manner in which the idea be- d e r the various headings in this index are
came a reallty is briefly as follows After included not only those firms which use
a committee representing t h e Aqerican In- space in the Catalog, but also all flrms manstitute of Chemical Engineers had ap. ufacturing such products and which have
j~roachedvarious publishers for some time filled out the record sheets sont them by
without succeeding in actually mteresting t h e company i n order t o secure this informaa n y of them in the gublication of a con- tion.
To supplement the service rendered by
densed catalog for chemical engineers, the
snggestion was made by a group of people t h e Catalog, the company has established
previously interested in both publishing and a n Infornlation Bureau in charge of an exindustrial chemistry, that a conqany be perienced chemical engineer, who has acformed specifically to undertake the pub- cess to the immense amount of carefully inlication of such a work under the auspices dexed data collected and compiled in the
course of preparing the Catalog. T h e Bureau
of a committee appointed b y the Institute
This company when formed was called The furnishes information regarding equipment
Chemical Catalog Company, Inc., and a n im- and products developed in the periods intermediate start was inade toward securing the vening between the appearance of the anco-oreration of equipment manufacturing nual editions of the Catalog. It is available
concerns for the first volume. T h e Ameri- for the free use of any person seeking inforcan Institute of Chemical Engineers secured mation on industrial chemical equipment,
t h e co-operation of the American Chenlical laboratory apparatus, machinery, power
Society and the New york Section of t h e equipment, chemicals, raw materials or supSociety of Chemical Industry, both of which plies entering in any may into the industrial
bodies appointed members t o serve on . t h e chemical field. These inquiries a r e treated
a s confidential when requested. T h e Bureau
comnittee
In this manner, without assuming any has proved, during t h e last few years, to be
financial responsibility for the undertaking, a very great convenience to the group of
t h e technical societies have always had com- industries i t is serving. The inquiries come
plete supervision of the publication from the In by mall, by telephone and by personal
-editorial point of d e w . T h e committee call, and a careful record is kept of all t h e
uasses on all firms included in t h e catalog, information supplied so t h a t the researches
rejecting any that seem unreliable, or un- instigated by one inquiry a r e available in
suita,ble for any reason. Furthermore, the answering future inquiries on the same subcommittee supervises all m a t t e r t o be pub- ject.
The latest development of the service is
lished in the catalog, thus preventing the
insertion of extravagant or inaccurate state- a Technical Rook Department, which undertakes to supply any scientific or technical
ments.
book bearing o n the chemical industries and
T h e actual editing is in charge of a tech- related branches of engineering. Last year
nical editot, assisted by a competent edito- a beginning was made in this new line of
rial staff. The technical editor is a chemi- activity by publishing a t the back of t h e
cal engineer by profession, and is a perma- 1918 volume of the Catalog, a selected list
nent member of the organization of T h e of books. This was by no means complete,
Chemical Catalog Company, Inc., devoting a s the work was undertaken late in t h e
his whole time to the preparation of the year and neither time nor space were availC.hemka1 Engineering Catalog and allied able to conlpile a complete Iist. At the presmatters.
ent time, a list is in preparation which will
At the inception ;f the enterprise a rigid be added t o from time to time and will be
s e t of typographical specifications was es- published in all future editions of the Chemtablished, insuring uniformity throughout ical Engineering Catalog. I t will be a comt h e book and preventing t h e insertion of plete bibliography of the text and reference
succeeded can be gauged by a n inspection of
the following table:

SPECIAL
books relating to t h e industrial chemical
field.
In developing a new process or starting a
new line of manufacturing the flrst s t e p is t o
achuaint one's self with what h a s been
written on the subject. I n order t o do this
firms and individuals in the past have been
obliged t o compile lists of books, find out
by whom these books were published and
then place orders for the books selected
with a large number of different publishers,
many of them obscure.
The Technical Book Department of the
Chemical Catalogue Company, Inc., hopes
t o reduce this procedure to one operation.
I t is tnerely necessary to forward a list of
the books desired, and the order is fllled a t
exactly the same prices as charged by the
individual publishers.
Furthermore, the Technical Book Department submits lists' of books on any subject
relating to the chemical intlustries T h e
large amount of data on file with the Information Bureatl, together with the facilities of the very emcient and complete chemical and engineering librar~eslocated in New
Pork, make it possible to render this service in s particularly prompt and efficient
manner, particularly a s the C'otnpany's staff
is thoroughly familiar with the contents of
these libraries The purchase and install*
tion of cotnplete libraries on special subjects
for manufacturing firms, chemical engineers
and others is a branch of t h e service which
is now being developed and which i t is expected will become a very important activity in the future.
The Chetnical Engineering Catalog is
loaned without charge for t h e period of one
yeai t o chemical engineers, works managers,
superintendents, buyers and others in responsible charge in manufacturin.g establishments; consulting, designing and constructing engineers in chemical lines; chief
chemists of industrial and research laboratories, government departments, etc.; heads
of chemical departments in universities, colleges, and technical schools. At the present time this distribution covers the United
States and Canada very thoroughly and
some copies haye been sent t o foreign countries on special request.
A small number of copies a r e reserved to
be available for persons not included in the
above classifications, to whom they are sold
a t a moderate charge. This last class of
distribution takes care of financial instit,utions, brokers, export houses, etc., who occasionally wish to obtain copies of the publication, but whose activities are not such a s
t o make it advisable to include them in the
free distribution.
T h e books of the previous editions which
are received back when the new edition is
sent out, a r e turned over to the heads of the
chemical engineering departments in va
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ri0Us universities and schools such a s PL:.
lumbla U n t v e r s i t ~ , Massachusetts 1nstitut.e
of Technology, P r a t t Institute, etc., w h k h
use them as text-books, supplying each ot
their chemical engineering students with a
COPY. This is beneficial both to the students
and to the Company. I t provides the s ? ~ dents with a source of information regarding the e q u i ~ n l e n tactually used In industrial
chemical nlauufacturing processes that they
could not get i n a n y other may. At the same
time i t acquaints t h e rising generation of
works managers with the Catalog and accustoms then1 to employing it for reference turposes a t the very beginning of their professional careers.

Nature states t h a t the German Chenlical
Society has celebrated its jubilee by collectitlg a fund of two and one half million marks
for t h e more extensive publibatlon 0.f chemical works of reference, such as Beilstein.
In a report of t h e annual general meeting
a n agreement h a s been concluded with t h e
Vereiu deutscher Chemiker with regard t o
publications. T h e Chentischm ZentraZblatt
will deal more fully with technical chemistry, a n d will b e available to the members
of the latter society a t a reduced rate. T h e
Berichte will b e sub-divided, one section
dealing with reports of meetings, notices,
etc., the other containing t h e original scientific publications. The annual subscription
to the German Chemical Society will become 1 0 marks, 'but will then only entitle
members to receive the first of the abovenamed sections. A separate subscription
will be required for the scientific section,
as wa.s already t h e case with the Zentralblalt.

About a y e a r a g o the Canadian Advisory
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research was founded for the purpose of stimulating chemical and industrial research in
Cannda. One of its first acts was t o establish a library of t h e literature on the applications of chemistry t o industry. This library now contains about 400 volumes and
1000 pamphlets, besides a considerable number of Canadian documents, and subscribes
to 6 Ehglish, 28 Canadian and United States
periodicals, nnd o n e from each of t h e following countries : Italy, France, Australia,
South Africa and New Zealand. Library of
Congress car'& a r e used and also the Librar y of Congress classiflcation.
The library of the Steere Engineering
Company, of Detroit, Mich., is devoted to
literature on gas engineering. This Hbrary
has issued a serles of instructive bulletins
on t h e application of gas to industrial purposes.
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A Selective Bibliography on Dehydrated Foods
BY E. D. GREENMAN, LIBRARIAN

Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
References are classifled under t h e following headings, the titles being arranged
alphabetically by authors.
General
Apparatus
Fruits. General
Apples
Apricots, prunes, pears, etc.
Bananas
Figs, raisins, berries
Vegetables: General
Potatoes
Milk
Eggs
Meat
(kkdbreviations used.)
GENERAL

1. Allen, E.,and Short, J. Comparison
between canning and drying. Jr.
Home Econ., 10: 233-5, May, 1918.
2. Atwater, W.O., and Bryant, A. P. The
chemical cornpositlon of American
food materials. U. B. Agr. Ekp. Sta.,
Bul. 28, rev. 1906.
Gives the composition of drled fruita,
regetnbles, milk, etc.

3.

4.

Brannt, W. T. Practical treatise on
.
the manufacture of vinegar
preservation of fruits a n d vegetables
by canning and evaporation. Phila.,
Henry Carey Baird 6E Co. Ed. 3,1914,
p. 466-486.
Brevans, J. de Les conserves alimentaires. Paris, BailliEre; 1906.

. .

P. 4
Drying in genernl.
p. 240-69 Milk.
p. 280- 2 Vegetable#.
P. 330-47 Fruits.

5.

Brown-Lwvers, Mary. T h e Mary Brown.
Lewers method of sun-dehydration.
N. Y., 1917. 8 pp.
6. Caldwell, J. S. Evaporation of fruits
and vegetables. Wash. State College,
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 148, 1917.
7. Canada, Food Controller. Can, dry and
store for victory. 1918, 16 p.
8. Conversion of fruits and vegetables into
dried products. Sci. Amer. Sup., May
5, 1917, p. 288.
9. Coons, B. C. Drying 0.f food products
o r the dehydration system. N. Y.
State Food Supply C'ommission, Albany, Bul. 6, Aug. 16, 1917.
10. Coupin, H. L a conservation des fruits,
13aris, Octave
des 16gumes
D d n , 1899, p. 69-68.

. . .

Discussion of proposed appropriation
t o enable the Secretary of Agriculture to establish and operate plants
for the drying o r dehydration of vegetables, fruits and other edible produc,ts. Congressional Record, 36: 370711, Mar. 13, 1918.
Dry surplus fruits and vegetables. Wisconsin University Ext. Cir. No. 86,
p. 1-7, 1917.
Drying fruits and v e g e t ~ b l e s in the
home. Canada. Trade and Clop
merce. Weekly bulletin., Aua.
- 20., 1917.
p. 3921406. Drying fruits and vegetables in the
U. S. Agri. Dept. Farmers'
home
Bulletin, No. 841, 1917.
Ekroth, C. V. Fruit and vegetable dehydration from a technical standpoint. Jour. Amer. Pub. Health, 8:
205-7, Mar. 1918.
Moist air is a better drying rncdiuu
than hot dry nir. Hented nir cnn be uscd
over and ovkr again by cmploying proper
mechanical draft.

Fairchild, D. Forming new fashions in
food; t h e bearing of taste on one of
our great food economies, the dried
vegetable which is developing into
a big war industry. Nat. Geo. Mag.,
33 : 356-367, April, 1918.
Forlani, R. Conservazione dells frutta,
dei tarttufi e degli ortaggi. Rocca 8.
Casciano. L Capelli, 1915. 205 pp.
Friedlaender & Dammer. How can
vegetables be best conserved? Zent.
Einkaufsgessell. Beschranlct. Haftung. Flugschr. No. 4, 1916, p. 24.
Discusses methodfl of preserving regetnbles by nnturnl drying, forced drying,
salting, pickling nnd canning.

Fruit and vegetable drying. Great
Britain. ~ o a r dof ~ g r i . - ~ o c 24:
r . 64760, Aug. 1917.
Gaddis. L. R. Home dryina of fruits
and 'vegetables. ~ u r d u e~ g r i .Ext.
Leaflet 75, 1917.
Gore. EI. C. Dehvdration. Amer. Soc.
~ e ' a t i n g & v e n t . Eng. Trans. 23:
611-528, 1917.
Hauser, M. A. Drying of vegetables
and fruits, N. J. Agri. Dept. Clr. 13,
1917.
Home drying manual for vegetables and
fruits, 1917.
National emergency
food garden commission, Washington,
D. C.
Describcs methods for drying by Nun,
b y nrtificinl heat nnd by hot air.
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24. Horst, E. C. Dehydration industry i n
America; how i t is carried on, and
t h e place it holds in o u r war progress. Sci. Amer. 119:291, Oat. 12,1918.
26. Hurd, J. H. Preservation by drying.
Jour. Home Economics, 9: 283-6, June,
1917.
26. Johnson, M. 0. Drying a s n method of
food preservation in Hawaii. Hawaii
Sta. Ext. Bul. 7, 1918. 31 up.
Abstract Ii. 9. R.. 30:20S.
Discusses the principles nnd methods
of drying in their relntion to conditions
in Hawnil. Results nre glvcn of cxperiu c n t s on numerou8 foods.

27. Jones, Perrie. Dehydrated foods; a
list of references lo material in the
New York Pusblic Library. New York,
1917. 13 pp.
An nnnotnted list of titles nrrnnged
cbronologicnlly. Includes pntents.

28

Kirkpatrick, E). L. Drying fruits and
vegetables in New Yorlr State. Cornell Reading Course, 132.187-212,1918.
Contnins n Bibliogrnphy.

29. Kirkpatrick, E. L. Evaporated and d e
hydrated foods. Rural New Yorker,
77:581, 613, Apr. 20-27, 1918.
30. Krebs, L. Le conservateur. Paris,
Garnier, 1886, p. 12-22, 216-19, 272311.
Drying of fruits, vegetnblea nnd milk.

31. Lewis, C. L.,and Rarss, A. F. Preservation of fruits and vegetables. Oregon Agri. Ext. 13111, 187, 1917.
32. McCarthy, ,G. Canning, preserving and
evaporating fruits and vegetables.
North Carolina State Bd Agr., Bul.
24, p. 3-15, 1903.
33. McGi11, A. Evaporated fruit and vegetdbles. Canada. Internal Revenue
Dept., Bulletin 362, 1916. p. 1-26.
Gives nnnlysis of 180 snmples of dchydrnted frults nnrl veaetablee.

34.

Marr, 0. Das Trocknen und die Trock.
ner. Berlin, 1914.
Thls comprehensive work on the theory
nritl pmcticc of clcslccntion, tlesCril)c\ the
ynriona lnetliods rnld kinds of driers in
use.

Meyer, D. Die lrunstliche Troclrnung
d e r warserreichen Futtermittel und
ihre wirtschaftliche Bedeutung Hannover, Max Janecke, 1908. p. 211-2.
36. Meyer, D. Handbuch der Futtermittel
und Getreidetrocknung. Leipzig, Max
Janecke, 1912. 294 pp.

35.

Includes drying of scgeta1)les

37. Nanot, J. & Trftschler, L. Traite pratique du sEchage des fruits e t des
18gumes. Paris, Libr. agri. de la
Maison Rustique, 1893. p. 291.
Detnlle(1 nnd illustrated account
drying rnrious fruits nnd vegetnbles.

38

of

National War Garden Commission.
Home canning and drying of vegetables, fruits, etc. 31 pp. 1918.

New process for drying food. SCI.Amer.
120:431, Apr. 26, 1919.
New York A,gricultural College, Ithaca.
Food preservation a national challenge. Food series lesson 113, p. 13582, 1917.
Ghes drying directions for fruits and
rcgctnbles nnd their use.

Ninety Per cent of water. Sci. Amer.
117:176-7, Sept 8, 1917.
Pack, G. L. Put the sun to work.
Amer. Forestry, 24, 464-9, A&. 1918.
Reviving ,a lost art. Nat. Geog. Mag.
31: 476-80, June, 1917.
Drying fruit, vegetnl)les. etc.

Root, A. D. D ~ Y & fruits and vegetables. RIissouri Am. E'xt Clr. No.
23. 1917.
~ c h w a r t z ,W.M. Drying of fruits and
vegetables. Amer. Soc. Heating &
Vent., Eng. Trans. 23: 545-8, 1917.
Shadwell, G. C. Preservation of food
products by drying. Amer. Soc. Heating & Vent., Brig. Trans. 23:537-44,
1917.
~ h ~ d w e lG.
l ,IC. Use oP gas in the preservation of foodstuffs. h e r . Gas
Eng. Jour. 106: 625-8, June 30, 1917.
Still, F. R. Dehydrating fruits and
vegetables. Amer. Soc. Heating &
Vent., Rng. Trans. 23:529-36, 1917.
Discusses the princ~ples of evaporntlon
for food products.

Treatise on 'the evaporation, drying and
curing of domestic and foreign fruits,
grains, nuts, vegetables, berries
Exported. Amer. Manuf. Co., Wayneeborn, Pa., 1886. 48 pp.
Udale, J. Report on experiments in
fruit and vegetable drying at the
experimental garden, Droitwich, 1901.
Jr. Roy. Hort. Soc., Land. 26:834-9,
1902.

...

Abstrnct : Exp. Stn. Rec. 14:430.

U. S. Senate. Agriculture & Forestry
Conlmittee. Dehydration of fruits
and vegetables. U. S. Govt. 1918.
46 PP.
A henring before con~mltteeto cstabllsh
plnnts in lnnd grnnt colleges for drying
f r u ~ t annd vegetnbles.

Valvassori, V. Experiments on the
conservation of fruits and vegetables
by desiccation. Atti R. Accad. Econ
Agr. Georg. Firenze. 6 ser. 13:66-64,
1916.
A1)atrnct. Cliem AbSt. 11 33.14, 1817.
Exp Stn. Rec. 38:319, Mnr., 1017.

Valvassori, B. Manufacture of dried
vegetables, fruits, etc. Bul. R. SOC.
Toscana, 3 ser. 17:207-211, 1912.
Dcnls with the time required and cost
of mnnufncture.

Vincent, C C., and Hoover, J. M. Drying and preserving fruits and Yegg-
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tables in the home. Idaho Exo.
- Sta..
- . 70. Malpeaux, L. Agricultural desiccating
Bul. 110, 1918. 28 pp.
installations La Vie Agricole, 6:l-8,
56. Voelcker. J. A. Fruit and vegetable
1916.
drymg. a t Leicester. Roy. AG. Soc ,
i b a t r n c t In B:lletin
Agr. Intel. and
P l a n t Diseasrs. I 270-3,1010.
Eng. Jour. 3 ser. 7:600-520, 1896.
56. Warren, G. F. Evaporating a s a home 71. Marlow, T. G. Drying machinery and
industry in eastern United States.
practice. N. Y.,D. Van Nostrand Co.,
Bailey: Cyclopedia of American Agri1910. 326 pp.
culture, vol. 2: 174-7, 1906.
d complete hnudbook on the thcory and
67. When the breweries go dry. Literary
practice of drying a n d clesiccnting, wlth
descriptions
of installntions, mnchinery,
Digest, 59, No. 8, p. 25, Nov. 23, 1918.
-

Discussea the posalbilitiee of converting brewerlcs into plnnta f o r d r y l n g vegetables. Drlctl vcgetnbles kept i n bnrrels
seuled with pnr11m11 h i ~ v ebeen found i n
good condltinn nftcr h a v i n g been sonied
for 15 years nnd 8 m o n t h s

68. Williams, W. Dried vegetables. N. Y.
Times, Dec. 10 & 24, 1916, p. 8, 12.
Describes the w o r k done nt Round
Brook, N J., in clehydrnting potntoes,
cnrrots, cabbage, spinach, turnips, etc.

59.

Wood, B. S. Home drying of fruits and
vegetables. ~ e o r g i a -&ria
College
Eht. Cis. 57, 1917.
APPARATUS

Allen, W. J. Fruit drying plant and
equipment. Agr. Gaz., New South
Wales, 28:95-106, Feb. 2, 1917.
Bailey, L. 1-1. Non-uniformity of drying
oven temperature. Jour. Ind. & Ehg.
Chem. 6:585, July, 1914.
Barrows, A. Extension course in vegeta'ble foods. U. S. Dept. Agri. Bul.
123, p. 69-62, 1916.
Home drying nppnmtus.

Barss, A. F. A moderatesized evaporator for fruits and vegetables. Oregon Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 213, 1917.
Bechstein, 0. The techniaue of deaiccation. ~ c i .Amer. s u p . -6'1: 332-4, No.
1742, 1909.
Describes the kinds of nppnrntus uaed
in drylng agriculturnl product8 by steami n g the matcrinl and t h e n working it into
flakes.

Das Dorren von Obst und Gemuse.
Deutsche Obstbauzeitung, 60: 288-9,
Hft. 17, 1914.
Ein empfehlenswertsr Darrofen. Whrttembergisches Wochenbl. f. Landw.
23:574, n. 36, 1900.
Descrlbea Rleger'a d r i e r .

Electric fans prove useful i n drying
fruits and vegetables. Elec. Rev. 71:
240, Aug. 11, 1917.
Flscher, G. Die Haugtprufung von
Kartoffeltrockenapparaten. Deutseh.
landw. Gesells. Arb. Hft. 163, Maschinenpriifungen. Hft. 1, T1. 2, p. 1-23,
1909.
F'leisher, W. L Food dryers and the
use of school hodses f o r drying. Jour.
Amer. Soc. Heating k vent. Ehg. 24:
369-84, 1918.
Blbliogrnphy, p. 382-4. Denla chiefly
with mcchnnicnl dryer8 nntl the use of
scllool houses for thls purpose.

etc.

Contttlns n bibliography.

72. Mhller, J. Die neue holdersche Ilerddorre. Deutsche Obstbauxeitung, 61:
313, 1915.
I-Iolder dorncstlc dryer.

73.

Obst-und Gem~ise-dampfaparat. Pomol.
Monatschefte, 35: 29-30, 18S9.
Descrlbes nnd illuetrntes the mnchine
of MnYfnrth & Co., Frnnlcfurt n/M.

74. Procedimientos perfeccionados de desecacion de frutas y verduras. Sociedad de fomento fabril Bol. 33: 716-19,
1916.
hlnchines f o r d r y i n g f r o l t s a n d vegctnbles

Pugsley, C. 5%'. ,Successful community
drymg plant in Nebraska. U. S. Agri.
Dept. Farmers' Bul. 916, 1917.
Reagle, F. P Some simple fruit and
vegetable evaporators
Ind. Arts.
Mag. 7:145-51, Apr. 1918.
G ~ v e splnns f o r apparatus.

Robertson, T. B, & Schmidt, C. L. A.
An electrically heated 'vacuum desiccator. Jour. Biol. Chem. 27: 429-31,
1916.
Abstract:

Exp. Stn. Rec. 30:Wi.

FRUITS:

GENERAL

Allen, W J. Fruit-drying Agr. Gaz.,
New South Wales, 28.13-29, 95-106,
1917.
Allen, W. J. Fruit drying New South
Wales, Dept. Agri. Farmers' Bnl. 52,
1911, 22 pp.
Badger, E. W. American fruit evaporators and evaporating. Roy. Hart.
Soc. Jour. 12: 532-644, 1890.
Prepnrntion of f r u i t nncl mnchinerr used.

Beattie, J. H., and Gould, H. P. Commercial evauoration and drying of
fruits. U. ,s. Agri Dept. gmmers'
Bul. 903, 1917.
Blizzard. H. Fruit drying. Jour. of
Agri., s o u t h ~ u s t r a l i k12-410-11,
,
Nov.
1908.
Sun-drying.

Bordas, F. The use of sulphurous acid
and bisulphites in the preparation
and conservation of dry and fresh
fruits. Ann. falsiflcations, 2: 337-41,
1909.
A review of the medlcnl cvidcnce agninet
t h e uae of 502. As this diSnppenrS in
cooking its uae is not hnrmful.
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Brackett, G. B. Utilizing surplus fruits.
U. S. Dept, Agri. Yearbook, 1898, p.
310-13.
Bradley, E., and Crooks, M. Book of
fruit bottling. N. Y., J. Lane Co.,
1907.
Home fruit nnd vepetnble drying, p
66-74.

Bruchner, W. Bemerlrungen uber die
verteilhatte Verwertung des Obstes
xu Dorrprodukten
Pomol. Monntshefte, 30: 252-55, 1884.
Brief dcscrigt~onof muchines nnd nnnlysis of fruitti.
Caldwell, J. S. Cost of operation and

returns from evaporated fruits. Better Fruit, 11:7-10, Apr. 1917.
Caldwell, J. S. Possibilities for the
utilization of low grade and surplus
fruit. Wash. Agri. Exp. Stn Bul. 102,
B. 1-4, 1916.
Gives n very full nccouut of this industry, including
chinery.

descriptions

of

ma-

Dosch, H. E. Fruit evaporation, Brit.
Col. Fruit ,Growers' and Hort. Soc.,
7th ann. rept., 1897 p. 99-104.
Dried fruits and their uses. Sci. Amer.
110:131, Feb 7, 1914.
Drying o r evaporating fruit. Great
Britain, Bd. of Agri. Jour. 12:756-59,
'Mar. 1906.
F i l e r , F.
Alden - trocken Appmarat.
Pomol. Monatshefte, 30 : 95-99, 1884.
Gore, H. C. Ekperimeuts on t h e greparation 'of sugared dried pineapples.
U. 5.Dept. Agri. Bur. Chem. Circ. 57,
1910, 8 pp.

-

Sliccd pinenpplea
hen drier1 nnd
sugnrcd ylcld n product of good keeping
quality. Tlir composition of the produce
i s given.

Hedriclr, U. P.
Blvaporating fruit.
Bailey: Standard Cyclopedia of horticulture, V. 2, 1914. p. 1177-8.
Jaffa, M. E. A study of the methods
for determining sulphur dioxide in
dried fruits. Calif Agri. JCxp. Sta.
Rept., 1914, p. 131-8.
Joly, C. Note sur la dessiccation des
fruits en C~lifornia. Boc. Nat. d'Hort.
d e f i a n c e . Jour. s. 3. 15: 664-8, 1893.
Knisely, A. L. 8tudies i n fruit drying.
Oregon Exp. Sta. Report, 1903, p.
41-43.
Kuhn, 13. L. Die rationelle Obstverwertung iin Haushalte und gewerblichem Betriebe. Berlin. F. C ~ n a .
m80n,1897. 209 pp
Lewis. W. R. Drying of fruits. South
~ u s t r a l i a . eat. of
Ami,
- Jour. 20:
887-93, ~ u n e 1917.
,
100. Lind, G, Experiments in fruit drying.
~ . - ~ a n d t Akad.
b r l Handb, och. ~ i d s k r ,
47: 403-23, 1908.
Describes and illuetratee different drying houscv nnd mnchinefl llfled i n the mnnufacture of drled fruits.

101. Martens, E. Dorrbuchlein fur Hausholt
und Kleinbetrieb, Anleitung zur
Troclcen von Obst und Gemiise. Berlin, 1914.
102. AIitchell, G. E. Fruit drying in California. Jour. Agri. of South Australia.
12:211-7, 338-344, 0ct.-Nov., 1908.
I)lscoss~!ssun 1u1(1nrt~liclal dry in^.

103 Ohlsen, C. Essicaamento ed essicatio
.-dells frutta. d n n a l i di ngricoltura,
176, 1890. 51 pp.
104. Parker, W. P. Control of dried-fruit insects in California. U. S. Agri. Dept,
Bul. 236, 1915.
105. Pidgeon, D. Fruit evanoration in
Amer.
-.
.
ica. Roy. Agr. SOL- Eng. Jour., s. 3,
1 : 210-12, 1890.
106. Practical treatise on the mannfacture
of gilt edge evaporated fruits. Amer.
Mfg. Co., Waynesboro, Pa., 1885, 23 pp.
107 Rahate, E. Etudes pratiques s u r le sBchage des fruits. Progres agricole et
vitocole, 56:519-27, 585-96, 720-26, 1911.
-

-
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Detniled discussion of muchincry.

108, Rei, A. T. Inforine presentado a1 seiior
ministro de i n d u s t r ~ ai obros ~ ~ u b l i c a s
. referento a la industria de conservacion de frutas secar en Eluropa i
10s Estados Unidos de America. Sant i a g o ~de Chile, Imp. Moderna, 1899.
10 DP.
109. Reinhold, A. Conservation de las frutns
con description d e las evaporizadoras
de frutas, maquinas, peladores, etc.
(Biblioteca cientificia yural para industrias degran porvenir. ed. 3, No.
6 ) . Buenos Aires. 1903. 34 nn.
110. ~ o i e tA.
, Les conserves de fruii.- Parts,
Baillibre, 1912.

. .

This book covers i n dctnil the drylng
of vnrlous fruitfl.

111. Schmid, A Glycerin content of dried
fruits containing sugar. Jahresber.
chem. Untersuch. Lab. Augsburg,
1901.
Abstrnct' Exp. Stn, Rcc. 13577.

112. Stecher, R. Examination of drled fruit.
2. Nahr-Genussm. 12: 645-52.
Abstrnct: Cliem. dbflt: 1:005, 1007.

113. Thonnie, J. B. L e s fruita sEches a u s
Etats-Unis. Soc. d'hort, de llAllier,
9 1306-22, 1891-96.
114. (Trocltnen von obst un gemuse.) Wurtt.
Obstverein Monatsch, f. Pornologic
und Obstkultur, "Der
Obstbau."
Deutsche Obstbauzeitung, 61:34G-48,
1915
Sevcrnl methods descrlbcd.

115. Udale, J. Fruit drying and evaporating. Roy. Hart. Soc. Jour. 26:832-39,
1901-2.
Rcport
dryers.

of

expcritaentfl with

vnrloua

116. Use of "mull" for fruit-drying. Roy.
Agr. Soc. Eng. Jour. 7: 167-8, 1896.

SPECIAL
1.17. Whitehead, C. Progress of fruit farming. Roy. Agr. Soc. Eng. Jour. s. 2,
19 :376-380, 1883.
General discussion of drying.

118, Wickson, E. J. California fruits and
how to grow them, ed. 7. S a n Francisco. Pacific Rural Press. 1914, p.
447-464.
APPLE,S
119. Alwood, W. B. The utilization of unmerchantable apples. Virginia, Agr.
Exp. Sta. Bul. 57, 1895, p. 145-60.
A general description of the construction, operntion, nnd cost of the Alwood
steam evnporntor

120. Browne, C. A. Jr. A chemical study of
t h e apple and its products. Penn.
Agri. Dept. Bnl. 58, 1899. 46 pp.
121. Caldwell, J. S. Evaporation of apples.
Wash. Agri. Exp. Sta. Bul. 131, 1916.
110 pp.
Discusses nll phnaes of the subject, with
detnils of construction nncl operntion of
driers nnd evnporators. Contnins a blbIiogranhy

122. Caldwell, J. S Evaporation of apples
Victoria, Agri. Dept. Jour. 15: 734-748,
Dec. 1917.
123. Gould, H. P. Evaporation of apples.
U. S. Dept. Agri. Farmers' Bul. 291,
1915. 38 pp.
This den18 lnrgely with the types of
evnporntors in use.

124. Hunt, H. L. Manufacture of dried
fruit, a sketch of t h e present practice.
P u r e products, 11: 110-115, Mar. 1915.
Gencrnl methods, especinlly for nppleR.

125. James, W. P. A ~ p l eflakes.
Exp. Sta. Circular 213, 1918.

Illlnois

Describes n new form of dried npple
recommended as nn army food.

126. Munger, L. A. Evaporated apples.
Weat Va. Agri. Dept. Bul. 13:31-34,
Jan. 1916.
127. Richards, E. Analyses of apples. U.
S. Dept. Agri. Dept. 1886. p. 350-55.
Vnrieties best ndnpted for drying.

128. Wiley, H. W. Zinc i n evaporated apples. U. S. Chemistry Div. Bul. 48,
1896, p. 1-36.
Glves the results of the chemical nnaly-

sis of 23 snmples
APRICOTS, PRUNES, P E A R S , ETC.
129. Allen, W. J.
Drying apricot and
peaches. New 8 o u t h WaIes. Dept.
Agri. Farmers' Bul. No. 14, 1908, 9 pp.
130. Allen, W, J. Plum a n d prune culture.
New South Wales, Dept. Agri. Farmers' Bul. No. 86, Ed. 2, 1915. p. 29-33.
131. Black, J. J. Cultivation of t h e peach
and the pear on the Delaware and
Chesapeake Peninsula. N. Y. 0.
Judd Co., 1887.
Drylng: p. 142-8

132. Colby. G. E. Examination of California
~ % e s , apricots, plums and nectar-

LIBRARIES
ines. Univ. of Cal. Agri. Exp. Sta.
Report, 1892-3. p. 257-74.
Gives the results of the chemicnl nnaly81s of dried prunes, nectarines, plums nnd
apricots.

133. Dasch, H. E. Fruit evaporation. Oregon ,Bd. of Hort. 5th Bien. Rept. 1898.
p. 440-46.
General processes for vurious fruits,
especiully prunes.

134. Elyre, J. V. and Parkinson, S. T. Report on the possibility of conserving
surplus plums by drying. Great
Britain Board Agri. Jour. 24: 275-287.
J u n e 1917.
135. Glady, E. Desiccation do l a prune,
Coe's ,Golden D r o ~ . Soc. Nat. D'hort.
7: 234-4, 1885.
de France.
136. Hedrick, U. P. Prune growing in Oregon. Oregon Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 45,
1897. p. 34-62.
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Detailed processes for drying.

137. Lake, E. R. Prunes and prune culture
in western Europe. U. S. Dept. Agri.
Mv. Pomol. Bul. 10, 1-901. p. 1418.
138. Lelong, R. M. California prune industry. Sacramento, Cal., A. J. Johnston,
1892. 33 pp.
Genernl processes of drying i n Caliiornin nnd France.

138. Lewis, C. I. Evaporation of prunes.
Oregon I b p . Sta. Bul. No. 145:l-36,
1917.
Gives detniled descriptions of varloue
types of evaporators.

149. Preparation of prunes or French plums.
Gt. Britain Bd. of Agri. Jour. 8:76-77,
Je, 1901.
141. Bhaw. G. W.Points on orune diaoing.
0regon Agr. Exp. ~ l t Chem.-fie$.
i
Bul. 56, 1899. 8 pp.
142. Swett, F. T. Dried nears and other
things. Cal. State Commissioner of
Ilort. Bul. 6 p. 126-9, May, 1917.
143. Trabut, L. Lee prunes seches. Algeria,
Aerv. Bot. Inform..agri. Bul. 3, 1894.
11 PP.
BANANAS.
144. Amman, P. The dried banana. Agr.
Prat. Pays Chauds, 6:381-89, 1906.
Abstrnct:

Exp. Stn. Rec. 18:146.

145. Banana flour a new substitute for wheat
and rye flour. Sci. Amer. 113:35, J1.
3, 1915.
146. Banana meal from Jamaica. Bul. Imp.
Inst. (So, Kensington). 13 :200-201,
1915.
Abstrnct: Exp. Sta. Rec. 34:260. Chem.
Abst. : 0 2952

147. Bosz, J. E. Q. Food value of dried
Surinam bananas. Indische Ilercuur,
33: 695-96, 1910.
Abstract: Exp. Stn. Rec. 28:28.

148. Hanauselr, T. F. About banana flour
and its n~icroscopic examination.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
Ztschr. Untersuch. Nahr. u. Genussmtl. . 20:216-20, 1910.
149. ICapeller, G. and Gottfried, A. Banana
flour.
Ber. Nahrmtl.
Untereuch.
Amt. Magdeburg, 1910, p. 16.
Abstmct: Exp. Stn. Rec. 10:D05.

160. Kindt. L. Banana flour.
zer, 11: 474-77, 1907.

Tropenpflan-

Abstrnct: Elxp. Sta. Rec. 10:965.

161. Monaghan, J. C. Banana meal a substitute for flour. U. S. Dept. Com.,
Com ~ g t s No.
. 129:1019, 1916.
152. Pritchard, J3. Banana flour a s food for
infants. Brit. Med. Jr., 1910, P. 1146,
2598.
Abatmct: Chem. Abet. 6:2127.

163. Production and analysis of banana
meal. Jr. Soc. Chem. Ind. 14:43Q,
April 30, 1894.
154. Rohrig, A. Banana flour. Ber. Chem.
Untersuch. Arnt. Leipsic. 1905, p. 31.
Abstrnct: Exp. Stn. Rec. 18:658.

156. Superior bread-making from banana
flour. S'ci. Amer. 117:92, August 4,
1917.
156. Winclrel, RT. Drietl bananas. Apoth.
Ztg. 25 :440, 1910.
Abstrnct:

Chem. Abst. 5:1303.

FIGS, RAISINS, B E R R I E S .

167. Bailey, L. H. Evaporated raspberries
i n Western New York. Cornell Agr.
Exp. Sta. Bul. 100, p. 439-461. 1895.
A geSlcrnl history of this industry with'
detniled description of the Culver-Cassidy
evnporntor.

158. Brown, W.S. The Loganberry. British
Columbia fruit and farm magazine,
May, 1917, p. 16-19.
Describes kinds of evaporators and cost

of plnnt.

169. Corbett, L.C. Raspberries. U. S. Agri.
Dept. Farmers' Bulletin 213, 1906.
Drying: p. 10, 20-33.

160. Eisen, G. Edible figs; their culture
and curing U. S. Dept. Agri. Div.
Pomol., Bul. 5, 1897. p. 16-22.
Sun nnd artificial drying.

161. Eisen, G. The fig: I t s history, culture
and curing. U. S. Dept. Agri. Div.
Pomol., Bull. 9, 1901. p. 29-31, 36, 42-44,
181-198.
Contnin8 n seven page blbliogmphy.

162. Eisen, G. Raisin industry. S a n $rancisco, H. S. Croclrer & Co., 1890. p.
133-180.
163. FLusmann, G. C. Grape, raisin and wine
protluction i n the United States. U.
S. Dept. Agri. Yearbook, 1902.
Drylnp: p. 413-410.

164. Husmann, G . C. Raisin Industry. U. S.
Dept. Agri., Bul. 349, 1916. 15 PP.
Sun drying.

165. Langworthy, C. I?. Jhisins, flgs dan other dried fruits and their unes. U. 9.
Dept. of Agri. Yearbook. 1912.
Drying: p. 6OS-622. A summnry of inforlnation on the preparation nnd uee of
dried nnd evnpornted frults.

166. Lelong, B. M. T h e fig. California
State Bd. of Hort. Ann. Rept. 1889.
Drying: p. 118-131.

167. Lewis. C. I. and Brown. I?. R. Loganberiy by-products. 0regon Agr. EXP.
Sta., Bul. 117, p. 1-32, 1014.
168. Newby, E. Experiences and methods
'in curing and- packing figs. Proc, of
the F i g Institute, Fresno, Gal. Jan.
12-13, 1S17, p. 72-84.
169. Roeding, G. C Smyrna fig. Fresno,
Cal. G. C. Roeding, 1903, p. 63-70.
Sun drying nnQ pnckinp.

170. Showell, 8. Dipping and drying the
Sultana. South Australia, Dcpt, of
Agri. Jour. 20: 667-71, Mar. 1917.
171. Sorgues, Paul de. Les raisins secs.
(Paul Taquet) Paris. Carpentier,
1890. 290 pp.
General methoda; laws relnting to export, etc.

VEGETABlLES

172. Andre, G. Tho desiccation of vegetable
substances a t different temperatures.
Bulletin de l a Societe Chimique de
France, 23: 430-437, Oct. 1918.
Gives reaults of cxperimenta nt temperatures above 100° C, in nir deprived of
C02.

173. Balland, J.
Dried veietables and
canned vegetables.
Conipt. rend.
acad. agri. France, 4:902-907, 1918.
QIWU

nnnlysis of dried vegetablee im-

portctl frem the U. S.

174. Canning of evaporated vegetables in
Brit~sliColumbia. U. S. Dally Somm.
Hept., Oct. 11, 1917, p. 152.
175. Dahl, A. L. Drying vegetables; a new
conservation move. 'Sci. Amer. Sup.,
85:132-3, March 2, 1918.
176. Danen, L. Dried vegetables and cheap
living. Pop. Sci. Mo., 91:698-701, May,
1917.
177. Dent, H.A. Report o n dehydrated vegetables, milk, eggs, etc. U. S. Navy
Dept. Bur. Supplies. Meni. inform.
NO. 85, p. 626-7.
Dehydrnted producta a s tested on vess e l ~of the U. S. Navy gnve antisinetory
results.

178. Development of vegetable drying in
Germany. U. S. Dally Commerce Reports, Sept. 11, 1915, p. 954-6; Sci.
Amer., 119:376, Nov. 9, 1918.
Gerlnnny now posaeeses over 700 fnctorles fur drying potntoe~.

179. Dried carrots.
Sept. 1910.

P u r e products, 6.508,

Method of preparing from drying but
process not given

SPECIAL
180. Dried vegetables. Pure products, 6: 1912, Apr. 1910.
Discusses German methods.

181. Givens, M. H. Dried vegetables with
special reference t o their nitrogen
and calcium content. Jr. Amer. Med.
Assoc., 70: 1743.6, 1918.
Olves the results i n graphical form.

182. Givens, M. H.,
'and (Tohen, B. T h e antiscorbutic property of desiccated and
cooked vegetables. Jour. Biol. Chem.,
36:127-45, 1918.
183. Groger, A. The drying of beet-chips
a n d other agricultural products, Arch.
Chem. Milrros., 9 :1-47, 1916.
A comprehensive review of Germnn
machinery aud methods f o r d r y i n g beets,
potatoes and other products with a view
to tbeir stmago f o r long periods of time
without tletrriorntion i n nutrlliva value.
Gives cost dnta f o r drying.

LIBRARIES
German Potato Driers in Berlin, Feb.
22, 1912. Chem. Ztg., 36:347-8.
Reports the progress of the induatry
giving a review of the chernicnl annlysli
of drled potato chips n11d flakes nnd n

194. Canned spuds from Aroostoolr County,
Maine, t o France; thousands of cans
produced in record time. Metal Work,
89 :855, J u n e 28, 1918.
195. Carton, A. C. Report to the Michigan
legislature on the feasibility of using
the pulp and chicory dryers in the
state t o dry the surplus potato crop.
Lansing, Mich., Pub. Domain Corn.,
1915. 43 gp.
d b s t m c t : ExP. Sta. Rec. 35:505. This
P~1~11lIlet
reports the findings of the secretary of t h e Public Domain Commission
111 111s investigntion to nseertnin the commercial possiblllties of dried potntoee or
potato Uour in the domestic and foreign
market, and ns to the utillzntion of the
pulp driers i n the lnrge sugnr and chicory
fnctoriea.
196. Dantin, C. The drying of potatoes.

184. Hauener, A. Manufacture of compressed dried vegetables. P u r e Products, 6:449-53, Ag. 1910.
185. Kirkpatrick, El. L. Dry pumpkins and
sauash, which m a y not be kept in
Genie Civil, 1917, No. 11, p. 171-175.
s&t9age. Rural ~ e Yorlrer,
w
76-1439,
Dcflcribes and illustrates drying npDec. 22, 1917.
parntus.
186. Prescott. 5. C. Relation of dehydration 197. Desiccation of potatoes in Germany
to a&iculture.
U. S. ~ g r i c u l t u r e
Sci. Amer. Sup., 85:115, Feb. 23, 1918.
Dept. Circular 126, J a n . 25, 1919.
198. Desiccation of potatoes in Germany
A general review outlining the history
Internat. Rev. Sci. & Prac. of Agri,,
of the development of dehydrntion of
7: 1685-6, Nov. 1916.
vegetnble products.
199. Dried potatoes in Bolivia. 'Sc. An. 116,
187. Slrerrett, R. G. Feeding t h e nation; a
No. 22, June 2, 1917.
new drying process t h a t gromises a n
Freezing nnd thawing procese.
economic revolution. ISci. Amer , 116:
200. Fehrmann, K. Utilization of heat in
262, Mar. 10, 1917.
potato-drying apparatus. 2. SpirituDeals with vegetable drying.
sind, 31:390-1, 1909.
188. U. S. Food Administration. Preserving
Compares the hent efaciency of combuevegetables by salting, drying a n d stor.
tiou gases and steam A well constructed
dry-heat appamtus is found to be slightly
ing. Bept., 1918, 16 pp.
superior to a stenm heater.
189. Valvessori, V. La fabricazione della
"Julienne" italiana. R. Soc. Toscana 201. Feldhusen, C. Potato flakes ,and flour.
Potato Mag. 1, No. 2, p. 8, 9, 26, 1918.
di orticultura. Bul. a. 3, 17 :207-11,
Potntoes are steamed and then dried in
1912.
stenm heated revolving cylinders. Tho
Drying of regetnblea.

190. Vermorel, V. The drying of legumes.
Corngt, rend, acad agr. France, 4:613,
1918.
IAegmues should be driedo a t a temperrlture not exceeding 4O0-42 in order to
avoid congulatiou of l~roteins,a n d not betmeeli 70' and 80" ne commonly stated.

191. Vegetables for the trenches. Country
Gentleman, 81:1374, July 15, 1916.
Preparation and packing.

192. Wiechmann, F. G. Dehydrated cossettes. Chic. Sugar, 1915, 7 pp.
Dehydrated sugar beets mug be conserved for the use of t h e beet sugnr fnctories the ycnr round.

dried product is scrnped from t h e cylinders by revolving knives.

202. Fischer, G. Die Kartoffeltrocknung.
Verein Deutsch. Ingen. Zts., Berlin
Bd., 59: 353-62, 1915.
203 G i e r ~ b ~ a c h ,I-Cartoffel - Trockenapparat.
D'entsche landwirtschaftlidhe Presse,
Berlin Jahrg. 28, Halbjahr. 2, p. 754.
204. Hausner, A. The manufacture of compressed dried vegetables. Pure Products, 6.:449-53, 1910
A general description of groceeses.

205. Honcamp, F. Geschwendner and $ngberding. Further investigations on
the digestibility of dried potatoes.
Jour. Landw., 68: 363-384. 1910.

POTATOES

Abstract: Exp. Sta. R&. 28:&
Chem. Abst. li :1808.

nnd

193. Behrend, W.,
and Parow, E. Fifth regular convention of the. Association of

206. Kartoffeltroclmung. Industriebau, L e i p
zig, 6: 330-31, 358-60, 1915.
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Kehl, J. E. German potato flakes. U.S.
Daily Co'ns. & Tr. Repts. No. 3122, p.
5-6, 1908.
The munufncture nnd commerclnl im-

Parow, E. Potato drying during t h e
war. 2. Spirituslnd, 39: 439, 1916.

Kellner, 0. Experiments on t h e composition and digestibility of dried gotatoes. Deut. Landw. Press, 29: 691,
1902.

Parow, E. T'he manufacture and use of
dried potato products. Pure Products,
6 : 454-6, 1910.
Parow, E'. and Elbrodt, G Determination of moisture in desiccated potatoes by Homan's method. Z. Spiritmind, 28-80, 1905.

portnnce of potato flukes i s discussed ns
a metuls of utilizing t h e surplus potnto
crop.

dbstrzict: Exp. Stn. Rec. 14:WS.

Kellner, 0. .Studies on the digestibility
of dried potatoes. Landw. Vers. Stat.,
68: 39-60, 1908.
Abstract:

Abstract:

Machinery for flaking potatoes for sale
by t h e British Ministry of Supplies.
Canada, Dept. of Trade and Comb
merce, Weekly Bulletin, Apr. 21, 1919,
p. 708-710.
Moore, C. C. The desiccation of potatoes and t h e uses of t h e product.
Skience, n. 8. 35:380, 1912.
Drled potntoes a r e suitnble f o r the
m n n u h c t u r e of starch. Over W per cent.
of t h e stnrch cnn be sepnrntcd a s ngninst
05 t o 75 per cent, recovery when fresh
potntoes nre used.

A populnr description of t h e potnto
drylng industry in Germany.

Bkinner, R. P. Utilization of potatoes
in Europe. U. S. Bur. For. & Dom.
Corn. Spec. Consular Repte, 64:31,
1914.

Norton, T. H. Desiccation of potatoes.
Dally Cons. & T r a d e Repts. 1910.
no. 3716. p. 1-3.

Brief discussion of drying processes.

An account of n new process uaed in
Germnnv for d r -s i n-a -~ o t a t o e s . Glres coat
dntn.

213. Pnrow, E Die Herstellung d e r T'l'ockenkartoffel und i h r e Verwendung.
Seventh Internat. Cong, of Appl.
Chem. Lond. 1909, Sect. VIa, p. 22-26.
Fotntoes a r e dried so R E to contnln not
more thnn 15 per cent. of moisture, by
menns of stenm o r h o t gnses. Dctniled
description of their preparation nnd cost
of drying. Abstract: Chem. Abst. 4:1508.

214. Parow, E. Dried potatoes a n excellent
food for horses. Z. Spiritusind, 30:
399, 1907.
215. Parow, E. Experimental drying plant
of the "Technische Hochschule" in
Dresden, Germany. Z. Spiritusind, 39:
355, 1916.
Abstrnct : Chem. Abst. 11:1002, 1917.

216'

trocknerei.

Handbuch
der
Berlin, 1907.

Dlscussca processes nnd nnpnrntus employed in drylng potntoes.

217. Parow, E. I n regard to t h e technical
scientific work in potato drylng.
Ztschr. Agnew. Chern. 25: 777-9, 1912.
A summnry o f the work conducted In
the lnborntorles of the Society of Germnn
potnto drier% Glres the results of tests
of mnchlnery r ~ n ddiscusses new nppflrntun
nnd ylelda.

Jr. Soc. Chem. Ind. 24 : 2 Q S

Potato drying in Germany. Gt. Brit.
Bd. of Agri. Jour. 13:358-9, Sept. 1906.
Potato flake process. Sci. Amer., Aug.
11, 1917, D. 86.
Present state of potato drying in Germany. Leaflet of information publlshed by the Ministry of Agriculture,
Sept. 3, 1917. Bul. sci. pharmacol.
25. Pt. 2:183-6, 1918.
Price, H. C. A new use for potatoes.
Sci. h e r . 107-8, 1912.

I k p . Stn. Rec. 20:308.

Speiser, W. KartofPelmehl. Dinglera
Polytech. Jour. 330:181-7, 1916.
MILK

227. Advantages of dried milk f o r tropical
use. Tropical life, 3:139, Sept., 1907.
228. Ballard, C. W. The microanalysis of
malted milk. Jour. Amer. P h a r m .
ASSOC.1:326-33, 1918.

229.

.4bstrnct: C A. 1232210. Describes tho
chnrncterlatics of mllk and m a l t nomrlers
in rletnil.
Barnett, S. Powdered milk. Its phy-

logeny and methods of desiccation.
New York ~ r o d u c ereview, 36 :42-46,
act. 23, mi.
230. Biesterfeld, C. I.1. and Evenson, 0. L.
A study of the estimation of f a t In
condensed milk and milk powders.
Jr. Ind. & Eng. Chem. 9:1111-1114,
1917.
231, ~ u c h F.
,
Investigation and report on
the manufacture of desiccated milk
by t h e Andrews Patent Process, as
anvered
- . - - - bv the United States Datent
nllmber 1612578 and by many fbreign
patents. 43 Exchange PI. N. Y. F r e d erick Buch. 1913. 1 4 PI?.
232. Condensed milk, dried milk and m a l t e d
milk. U. S. Agri. Dept. Food inspection decision. No. 170, Mar. 31, 1917.
-

-

-

-

Abstrnct : Chem. dbst. 11:3344, 1017.
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Coutts, F. J. H. Upon a n inquiry as to
the dried milks with special reference
to their use in infant feeding. Great
Britain. Local ~ o v t ~. d 6 .0 d Rpt.
24: 1-37,1918.
Abstract: C. A. 12. 2388, Noo: 20, 1818.
-

-

Dlacnsses
methoda
of
mnnufaeture:
methods of distribution a n d snlc; vnrleties nnd con~lnerclnluses; physicnl, cl~emicnl nnd bacterioloalcnl charnctcr, cttc.
~

- -

Dobbip, J. J. ~xam'nation of milk powders a t t h e Government l&boratory.
Great Britain. Local Govt. Bd. Food
Reports, 24: 157-84, 1918.
Abstrnct : C. A. 12 :2388.

Dried milk.
27, 1909.

American Food Jr. 4 ~ 2 6 -

A genernl nccount of t h e methods used
In the mnnufncture of dried milk.

Dried milk-a new process.
94:492, J u n e 16, 1916.

Sci. Amer.

Describes t h e J u s t process.

Dried milk investigations in Switzerland. P u r e Products, 5:668, Dec.
1909.
Dlscusscs keeping qunlity.

Dried milk. Mitt. Milchw. Ver Allgau,
21: no. 8, 1910.
Givea nnalysis of dried milk products.
Abstrnct: Exp. Sta. Rec. 24:182, 1910.

Dried milk powder. U. S. Public Health
Reports, 33:10,52-5, J u n e 28, 1918.
Discueses thc important conclusions on
the preparation composition and nutrltive vnlues of 'drled milk powder with
speclnl reference to their use in lnfnnt
feeding.

Dry milk industry of Norway, its origin,
process a n d machinery employed and
uses of product. Creamery and milk
plant monthly, 2:21-22, J1. 1914.
Drying milk by warm-air furnace heat.
Metal work, 82:571-2, Oct. 30, 1914.
Ekensberg process f o r manufacturing
dried m i l k Bci. Amer. 99: 121-2, Ag.
22, 1908.
Eetimation of lactose in dried milks.
Great Britain. Reports t o the Local
Government Board. ( N e w series 116;
Food Reports, no. 24). 1918.
. Report of a n examinntion of dried mllk
powders f o r usc in infant feeding. Ab-

sttnct:
1913.

Chem, Abet.

12:2028, Oct.

10,

Freund, E. T h e present status of milkdrying technic. W i e n e r Landw. Ztg.
65~663-4,669-71, 1915.
Describes the different methods and
pointe out their ndvnntnges nnd diendvnntnges.

German investigations o n dried milk
for military purposes. Pure Products, 6:53, J a n . 1910.
A discussion of keeping qunllty.

Griebel, C. Characteristic milk powder
forms. Ztschr. Untersuch. Nahr, u.
Qenussrntl. 32: 445-44'7, 1916.
h'otes on t h e dlflerences in the microacopic nppenrcmce of whole milk nnd skim
milk powders

Grosse-Halle, G. Bakteriologische Untersuchungen
von
Trockermilch.
Zeits. ~ l e i s c h .u. ~ i l c h y g .Jahrg. 17,
Hft. 9, D. 312-5. Je. 1907.
Goy, S. Some American milk powders.
Z. Nahr. Genussm. 26:446, 1913.
Abstract: Chem. Abat. 7 :2442, 1013.
Harding, E. P. and Rirrgstrvm, H. A
comparison of t h e proximate and
mineral analysis of desiccated skim
milk with normal cow milk. Jr. Ind.
& Ebg. Chem. 10:295-7, 1918.
Haupt, H. Zur Fettbestimmung in
'Milchpulvern und Fettkasen. Zeits.
f. Untersuch. d. Nahrungs-u. Genuesmittel, 12:217-21, Ag. 15, 1906.
Hausbrand, E. New method of desiccation, how liquids readily decomposable [by heat may be driad. Sci. Amer.
Sup. 66:278, Oct. 31, 1908.
Hunziker, 0. F. Condensed milk and
milk powder. La Fayette, Ind. 0. F.
Hunziker. 1914. p. 181-232.
Huyge, C. La poudre d e lait. Rev.
pen. du lait, 3:320-25; 400-402, 1904.
Notes on the prcpnmtion, properties,
nnd annlyais of milk powders.

Jacquet, A. Uber Troclrenmilch und
i h r e Verwendung als Nahrungsmlttel.
eits. Fleisch u >Iilcliyg., Jahrg. 15,
Hft. 11, p. 343, Ag., 1905.
Jones, G. L. Milk i n powdered form.
Sci. Amer. 87:40-41. J u l y 19, 1902.
Describes the process of the Natlonal
Nutrlent Company.

Just-Hatmaker process of manufacturing inilk powder. Sci. Amer. Sup. 59:
24458, Ap. 1, 1905.
Knoch, C. Milchpulver oder Kasein.
Milcheitung, 33 : 8, 113-116, 1904.
Knoch, O. New milk powders. Milch
Ztg. 33: 694-697, 707-709, 723-725, 1904.
A general discussion, with illustrated
description of appnmtus.

Knoch, C. Outlook of the milk powder
industry. Molk Zbg., 19 :281-283, 1905.
Abstract: Exp. Stn. Rec. 16:1126.

Knoch, C. Zur Milchpulverherstellung.
Milch Ztg., 33:198, 1904.
Kiihl, H. Dried mllk preparation. Hyg.
Rundschau, 25: 693-6, 1916.
Dried milk tablets nnd powder when
used by soldiers with facilities for cooki n g , nrc found to be n sntisfnctory substitute for mllk.

Kiihl, H. Dry milk preparation:
Rundschau, 23: 709-713, 1913.

Hyg.

Discusses the drying of crenm whole
milk, skim milk and sepnrntor milk.

L a i t (Le) dessbche pour la nourriture
d e s chevaux de pur sang. Lndus, lait,
Ann. 32, No. 14, p, 311-2, Apr. 7, 1007.
Larsen, C. Daily technology, Eld. 1, N.
Y. Weekly, 1913.
Dried milk, p. 264-RB.

SPECIAL
Larsen, C., and White, W. Milk powder starters in creameries. So. Dak.
Agri Exp. Sta. Bul. 123, 1910, 14 pp.
Lindet, L. Principes de l'industrie laitiere. Paris, Gauthiers-Villarg, 1907.
P. 163-5, 187.
Maccagno, L. I1 latte polverizzato.
L'Industria del latte, 2, No. 6, p: 42;
2, No. 7, p.'51, 1904.
Marre, F. Powdered milk. Rev, gen.
chim., 1 4 : 229-254, 1911.
Describes dlRerent methods of mnnufncture.

Merrell, L. C. Economic reasons for
t h e reduction of milk t o powder. Cann e r and dried fruit packer, 29: 30-36,
1909.
A pnper rend bcfore t h e Syracuse section of the Amer. Chem. Soc

Milk flour in ,Sweden. Sci. Arner. 86:
121, Feb. 22, 1902.
Milk meal or dry meal. U. S. Dept.
Commerce and Labor. Weekly consular and trade repts. 1, No. 17, Je.
26, 1910.

Mohs, K. Determination of the fat cont e n t of dried whole milk. 2. ges.
Getreidew, 8: 37-41, 1916.
dbstrnct : Chem, dbst. 12:534, 1018.

Petit, P. New system of drying milk,
eggs, etc. Brasserie e t Malterie, 8:
282-7, 1918.
Abet. J. S. C. I. S8:104n, Mnr. 31, 1010.

Pclpp, M. Milk and egg powders. Chern.
Ztg., 33: 647-8, 1909.
Discusses the mnnufncture of milk nnd
egg powder nnd the compositio~iof these
products prepared under ditrerent conditions.

Porcher, C. The analysis of dessicated
milk. Ann. Falsif., 9 :450-56, 1916.
Abstract: 'Bxp. Stn. Rec. 37:WS.

Porcher, C. Dessicated milk and its
adulteration. Ann. F,alsif., ll:160-162,
1918.
Gives nu nnnlysis of vnrious snmplea of
desiccnted milk with n description of
stnndnrds for such products.

Porcher, C. L e lait desseche. Ed 2,
Paris, Asselin et Houzaau, 1912,130 p.
Preserving milk powder. Bci. Amer.
113: 489, Dec, 4, 1915
Producing milk powder by cold. Pure
Products, 8: 40-41, Jan. 1912.
Richmond, H. D. The analysis of dried
milk. Analyst, 31, No. -364, p. 219224, 1906.

Abstract: Iilxp. Sta. Roc. 18:8

Rielnd. M. U8ber die Loslichkeit des
~Z&lchpulvers und seine volkswirtschafliche Bedeutung. Milchzeitung,
-.
33 :166, 1904.
Rolet, A. La poudre de lait. Indus.
Iflit. ann. 29, No. 51, p. 427-8, Dec. 18,
1904.

Rolet, A. L'industrie laitiere.
Bailliere, 1905. p. 115-17.

Paris,

RARIES
Schultz, A. Milchpulver nach dem Trufood verfahren. MoIk-ztg., 22: 410-11,
Aug. 31, 1912.
Sherman, H. C. Food products. N. Y.,
Macmillan Co., 1914.
Covers the drying of fruit milk, eggs,

etc., nnd the commercinl pro6eesea used.

Solid milk and its manufacture. Sci.
Amer. Sup., 50:24877-8, Oct. 7, 1905.
Describes the. J u s t process.

Sommerville, D. Laboratory exnerlmsents on t h e digestibility of dried
milk. Lond. Pub. Health, 1 8 : 40-45,
1905.

Abstrnct:

Dxp. Stn. Rec. 17:701.

Btewart, A. W. On some dried milks
and patent foods. Eighth Internat.
Cong. Appl. Cbem. 18: Sect. Vlllc, p.
329-38, 1912.
Qivea nnnlyals of 35 sumplcs of drled
milk nnd milk ~ r o d u c t s .

Trainer, S. B. Milk powder, its manufacture and uses. Canadian Chem.
3ourna1, 2 : 71-72, Mar. 1918.
Describes t h e "Sprny process" of maklng powdered, whole, skimmed nnd modlfled mllk. Milk powder cnn be mnde to
fill nll mnnts.

Vandervaeren, J. Le lait seche. Rev.
gen. agron. ann. 1 2 : No. 11, 471-77,
Nov. 1903.
Discusaes vnluc nnd proccsaes.

Vanderyst, H. Milk powder, a new industry. Rev. gen. agron., 13:233-9,
1904.
A aummnry of dntn on the mnnufncture
of drlod milk.

Wells, L. Condensed milk and desiccated milk. U. IS.Dept. Agri. Yearbook, 1912, p. 339-344.
A gcnernl dlscuasion with description of
PCOCeABe8.

Winfield, G. S o m e investigations bearing on the nutritive value of dried
milk. Great Britain Locnl Govt. Bd.
Food reports, 24: 139-56, 1918.
Abstract: C. A. 12:2388

Zellner, EL, and Scholze, E;r. Dried milk.
Pharm. Ztg., 58: 550-51, 1913.
Proteins, lactoae, wntcr, fnt, ReichertMcifiael number snlts, nnrl phosphorous
pcntoxlde were determined i n four speclnlcns o n the Cermnn mnrket.
EGGS

Bacteriological study of shell, frozen
and desiccated eggs, made under laboratory conditions a t W a s h i n d o n . D.
C., 1 9 i 2 . U.S. Bur. Ghem. gul. i 5 8 ,
1912, p. 31-34.

Dried egas and dried milk. P u r e Products., 5y4.68-73.
- - ~ - ~1909.
~

-

Gives methods u s e i for manufncturing
dried e g g s nnd drlcd milk

Lindet, L. Dried eggs. Compt. rendu
&seancesmad. agr., France, 3:1116-9,
1917.

Dried eggs from Chinn contnln 30 per
cent. of non-congulnted nlbumin lndlcnting a tempernturo of evnporntlon below
W-50 uer cent. In on nlmost nbeolute
vncuum
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u l Imp. Inst.-Bulletin
Imperial Institute.
298. Norton, T. H. Powdered eggs. U. 5. B
Chem. Ahst.-Chemical
Abetrncts.
Daily consular and t r a d e reports, 1907, Chem
Zt6.-Chemiker-Zeitung.
Cothen, Qermnny.
NO. 3055, p. 7-8.
Compt. rendu seancen ncad. agr. Frnnce.-Comptes

A brief description
process.

o f a n Australian

299. Pennington, M. E. Preparation d
frozen and dried eggs in producing
section. U. '5. Agri. Dept. Bul. 224.
99 pp., 1915.
A study of conditions i n e g g pncklng
houses.

300. Photographic analysis of dried o r fresh
eggs. International Rev. Sci. & Pract.
of Agr. 9, No. 2:246-7, Feb,. 1918.
301. Popp, OM. Milk and egg powders. Chem.
Ztg., 33: 647-8, 1909.
302. Preparation of frozen a n d dried eggs.
Sci. Amer., 114:557, May 27, 1916.
Discusses the composition of t h e s e prod u c t s prepared under v a r y i n g conditions.

303. Ross, L. S. Bacterial content of desiu
cated eggs. Prcrc. Iowa Acad. Sci.,
21: 33-49. 1914.
~ n n n & s i s of 248 s n m p l e s of deelccnted
e g g s shows thnt t h e e g g s lose n lnrge percentage of bncterla w h e n stored f o r even
n s h o r t time.

MEAT

304. Baumann, F. Meat flour. Konserv.
Z t g 16, No. 25: 97, 98; 26: 101, 102;
27: 105, 106, 1916.
A elimmnry nnd digest of d n t n on t h e
methods of prepnrlng n n d properties of
flour iunde By drying mefit.

305. Guthrie, F. B. Desiccated meat. Agr.
Gaz., New )South Wales, 1 3 : 1268-9,
1802.
-Discusses methods of d r y i n g m e n t a n d
i t s digestibility

306. Rarrington. J. W. K e e ~ i n ameat fresh
o n e hundred years.- Popular Sci.
Monthly, 94, No. 4:24-25, April, 1919.
370. Tamura, M. Loes of f a t as a result of
drying meat. Biochem. Ztsche., 41:78101, 1912.
As n result of d r y i n g n loss of f n t occurs, which may be reduced b y ndding
nlcohol during drying.
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SPECIAL
Personal Notes
Miss Mary P. Billingsley, B. L. S. Univer-

sity of Illinois, 1908, has resigned h e r position a s Chief of Documents Division of t h e
Kansas City Public Library, and h a s been
appointed librarian of the K a n s a s City
Railways Company.
Miss Ruth Cameron is l ~ b r a r i a nof t h e
International Buyers' Club in t h e Bush Terminal Building, New York.
Miss Mary B. Day, limbrariau of t h e P o r t land :Cement Association, Chicago, for t h e
past two years and a half, h a s resigned t o
accept the position of librarian of t h e National Safety Council, Chicago.
Miss Alice J. Gatee, formerly assistant
librarian of the Bankers' T r u s t Company
of New York City, is now assistant librarian
of t h e General Electric Company's m a i n
library a t Schenectady.
Miss Mary A. Hathaway, assistant librarian of the Portland Cement Association
Library, has been appointed librarian t o
succeed Miss Mary 13. Day.
Miss Jean MacArthur has been appointed
assistant librarian of the Wilson Co., Chicago.
Miss Irene Warren, director of t h e Chicago School of Filing, will conduct a summ e r course a t Columbia University on flling
and filing methods for use i n business.
Miss Ann D. White, lfbrarian of t h e National Safety Council, Chicago, h a s resigned
to accept the position of librarian of t h e W.
A. Gilchrist Library, Chicago.
Arthur Worischek, recently released from
t h e Chemical Warfare Service, U. S. A,, is
now assistant librarian o? t h e General Electric Company's main limbrary a t Schnoctady.
H e was forn~erlyon the research staff of t h e
Engineering Societies' Library and t h e
Chemists' Club Library.
Miss Sue Wuchta, formerly b r a n c h 11brarian, Chicago Public Library, h a s been
appointed librarian of the new library a t
t h e Continental Commercial National Bank,
Chicago.

LIBRARIES
An interesting survey of the industrial
and commercial resources of the largest republic of South America by the Literary
Editor of the Pan-American Magazine.
Hosp~tai Accounting & Statistico, compiled and arranged by Williams V. S. Thorne.
Published by E. P. Dutton & Co., New York.
4th ed. 119 p.
A standard work on the subject of forming a simple and intelligent system of accounting for hospitals and institutions, illustrating necessary forms for accounts and
statistics adopted by many of the principal
h o s p ~ t a l sin t h e United States and Canada.
Shaw Banking Series. Published by the
A. W. Shaw Go., Chicago, Ill.
T h e flve volumes of this series have now
been issued.
They cover the following
fields: Advertising and Service, Accounting
and Costs, Loans and Discounts, Credlte
and Collections, Executive Control, and
Buildings, Equipment and Supplies. A valuable a d d i t ~ o n to banking literature fllled
with numerous experiences that made for
success o r failure, and suggestive of many
ways to aid t h e banker i n his work.
History of Labor in the United States, by
John R. Conlnlons & others. Published by
T h e Macmillan Co., New Yark. 2 vols.
T h e most complete history of labor i n the
United States; brief, complete, scholarly.
T h e work traces t h e development of the organized labor movement from the earliest
times to about 1916.
T h e Instructor, the Man and the Job, by
Charles R. Allen. Published by t h e J. B.
Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 373 p.
A handbook f o r instructors of industrial
and vocational subjects based on the
author's experience i n training thousands of
m e n with conspicuous success. A practical
guide i n t h e emcient handling of new
employees.
Training for the Electrical Railway Business, by C. 13. Fairchild, Jr. Published by

the J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
155

q.

Thls n e w volume in t h e Lippincott Training Series h a s been prepared by the Executive Assistant t o t h e Philadelphia Rapid
Transit Company. In i t are described the
functions of t h e various departments, ExBook Reviews
ecutive and Transportation, Engineering,
Making Advertising Pay, by Harold F. Administrative and Miscellaneous, ,the reEldredae. Published h,y t h e author. Colum- quirements in training, character and effibia, s.-C. 2nd ed. 231-p.
ciency for these a n d t h e best methods of
A compilation of methods and experience preparation for them. Primarily intended
records drawn from m a n y sources, with for t h e young m a n seeking a vocation, there
comment on the various. phases of advertis- is much in it t o interest the student of gening b y recognized authorities.
eral business problems, t h e investor and the
. . B r a z i l Today and Tomorrow, 'by L. a. public. While simple and non-technical, the
mliott. Published by The Macmillan Com- book is intensely practical and should be
helpful to both old a n d young.
pany. 338 p.

